"The people turned upon their Ministers with bitter HATE..."You have not warned us. You told us that all the World was to be CONVERTED, and cried, PEACE, PEACE... But I saw that the MINISTERS did not escape. Their suffering was tenfold greater than that of their people."


**ARMAGEDDON**

The key word for ARMAGEDDON is "GATHER!" "THREE unclean spirits like FROGS... For they are the spirits of DE ViLs, working MIRACLES, which go forth unto the KIN Gs of the Earth and of the whole World, to GATHER them to the BATTLE of that great Day of God Almighty." Rev. 16:13-4.

The Lord throws down the gauntlet to Satan in a challenge: "GATHER ye together FIRST the TARES...and BIND them in BUNDLES to BURN them!" Matt. 13:30.

SATAN - if you can WIN them with your LIES - your DECEPTIONs - you can HAVE them - I do not want such in My Kingdom! So in the little time you have left - GATHER THEM!

**THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS is: "GATHER YOURSELVES!"

Not the Lord's GATHERING in that 3-fold UNION - the DISGRACE of "KEY TO" - was a GATHERING of "YOURSELVES!" "GATHER yourselves together...O nation NOT DESIRED...before the FIERCE ANGER of the Lord come upon YOU!" (Footnote reference to T1:180. LEFT OUT of "SHAKING" chapter - EW 270.)

**THE GATHERING OF THE WHEAT - Matt. 13:30.** In the "GATHERING TIME" as some are on a tear to OLD JERUSALEM! EW 75. There is "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!"

GC 484. But, as we see above - FIRST bundle the TARES: "...by introducing a COUNTERFEIT:" GC 484. With the doctrines listed and catalogued in the SAME CHAPTER! FORD-BALLINGER-BRINSMead - "I AM SAVED!" "through faith ALONE!...NO FURTHER EFFORT!...without SIN...HOLY!" GC 471-3. "It is NOT FAITH...IT IS PRESUMPTION!" GC 472.

**THE BATTLE IS JOINED BY SOME WAGGONERITES SAYING:** "It is not by TRYING - it is by DYING! TWICE DEAD - they venture to the Kingdom! "I was shown that those who are TRYING to OBEY GOD and PURIFY their souls through OBEDIENCE to the TRUTH are God's chosen people. His modern Israel." T2: 108,105,111.

**FORMED FROM A COMPANY THAT WERE ONCE ONE - the WISE "JOHN" COL 406 - and so do the FOOLISH - GC 808. We may see "NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM!" COL 408. BUT THE "CRUSADES" shows the DIFFERENCE for all Eternity." COL 408-412.

"...If they SLEEP a little longer he is SURE of them, for their DESTRUCTION is CERTAIN...if you will make NO SPECIAL EFFORT TO AROUSE...these golden moments will soon pass...and then your agonizing CRIES will be of no avail..."I also will LAUGH at your CALAMITY. I will MOCK when your FEAR cometh as desolation, and your DESTRUCTION cometh as a WHIRLWIND...For the TURNING AWAY of the simple shall SLAY them, and the PROSPERITY of FOOLS shall DESTROY them. But whoso hearkeneth unto Me shall dwell in SAFETY, and shall be quiet from fear of Evil." SG 4:61. T1:263.
Perhaps I should have named this - "THE SEVEN SEALS."
Cottrel wrote a thesis for his graduation syllabus - that sort of
topped the marble statue of INFALLIBILITY of one URIAH SMITH
father of "D&P" - and "BIBLE READINGS."

Later this was put into the form of a book - but was so merci-
lessly CENSORED by the heavy hand of FROOM or whoever -
that it never did take hold. The thesis was better.

I cannot go back 30 years and dig all this out now - limited to
47 pages - we must write once again in "telegram style." So
read it six times instead of me repeating things over and over
again - which is what is done. Some things - if we say them
ONCE - that should be enough.

URIAH SMITH - as Christ had his JUDAS - Sr. White had her
URIAH SMITH. The suave, affable, amiable, effeminate actor
who could play a part. The Adventist FALSE PROPHET. Who
claims in his Bibliography that he went by Catholic Cardinal
Gibbons and Presbyterian Bishop Newton - but actually re-
search proves he salaamed low at the feet of D.T.BOURDEAU.
Who, like his twin - URIAH SMITH - made the mistake of BE-
LIEVING the MIGHTY MEN, the POPULAR MEN - of Church and
State. God has a way of bringing GREAT MEN down! The
Herods, the Napoleons, the NIXONS, the Church Leaders such as
KD&A. NICHOLS-MAXWELL-FROOM. So why should we honor
them? If God does not?

THE "VOICE OF GOD?" "The people were wholly deceived.
They were taught that the POPES and PRIESTS were Christ's
representatives, when in fact they were the representatives of
Satan,
and those who bowed to them worshipped Satan...The people were taught to receive every word from these deceivers as from THE MOUTH OF GOD!" EW 214. (Under the title of "THE MYSTERY OF INIQUITY.")

***

HOW TO BREAK THAT MESMERISM? WHAT IS LIGHT?

"Luther and Melanchthon...could best glorify God by living and EXPOSING the SINS of Priests, Popes, and Kings. These trem-bled before the voice of Luther, and his fellow laborers. Through these chosen men, RAYS OF LIGHT began to scatter the DARKNESS, and very many joyfully received the LIGHT and walked in it." EW 225.

***

LET US SEE IF WE CAN SHED SOME LIGHT ON THE SUBJECT

Much LIGHT is in TM 112-8. That LIGHT is to come which will bring about a "REVIVAL" and a "SHAKING" in the last scenes of this Earth's history. But for very good reasons, The DATES of when this was written - is not revealed.

HASKELL - wrote a book - and asked Sr. White if that was the book she meant when she said the books of DANIEL and the Revelation (of the Bible) should be published. A few explanations of certain portions might be added, but she did not think even that would be necessary. Elder Haskell wanted to know if his was "THE BOOK?"

HER REPLY - at once puts an END - to all and any books printed up to that time. You see the REASON WHY the URIAH SMITHS left the DATES out of these Testimonies? Because this at once puts an end to the HASKELL BOOK. "The need is not filled by this book." TM 117.

And that testimony AT ONCE puts an END to the URIAH SMITH BOOKS! He had "THOUGHTS" on Revelations - 1867. He had "THOUGHTS" on Daniel - 1873. (These dates from SDA Encyclopaedia - BC 10:1201. But R&H - Oct. 12, 1942 and SDA MINISTRY - May 1945, p.4 - and LER - "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" - p.427 - disputes this date - "Thoughts on the Revelation" - 1865 - NOT 1867 - !!!!)

SO IF WE CAN NAIL DOWN THE CORRECT DATES - (Which is why they are keeping them secret!) - we could nail down that when he heard that TM 117 HASKELL TESTIMONY - he took his old books -
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dusted them off - slapped them together - and started the Colporteur Work of the SDA Church so he could mint a FORTUNE from his books. BC 10:1201.

***

Our voluminous reading, cataloguing, and research is paying off - you will find PART of this TESTIMONY - (TM 116) - in RH 3:492,495 - August 1897 - and be SURE and check the articles BEFORE and AFTER - to see just WHY they did not want you to know her ideas of:

(A) The mess they made of DANIEL and the REVELATIONS -
(B) And just WHY more LIGHT has to come at the RIGHT TIME!
(C) At the "TIME OF THE END!"

***

"We are standing on the threshold of great and solemn EVENTS. Many of the prophecies are about to be fulfilled in quick succession. Every element of power is about to be set to work. Past history will be REPEATED; old controversies will arouse to new life..." TM 116. (EXACTLY the SAME as RH 3:495. Aug. 31, 1897.)

***

BUT WHAT DID THEY LEAVE OUT - ??? "IMPOSTERS of every caste and grade will claim to be worthy and true...Thus the SPURIOUS is accepted, and the true STANDARD of holiness is discarded...at the Last Day." (Same.)

TM 112-8 - claims to be "COMPILED" with NO DATE GIVEN!

***

WE HAVE DOCUMENTED - that part of TM 116 - is from RH 3:492,493 - Aug. 31, 1897.

***

WE HAVE DOCUMENTED:
1865 - URIAH SMITH fabricated "THOUGHTS" on "REVELATIONS."
1873 - URIAH SMITH fabricated "THOUGHTS" on "DANIEL."
1897 - when the Bible books of "DANIEL" and the Bible books of "REVELATIONS" - are better understood - this will bring about a GENUINE "REVIVAL" among "GOD'S PEOPLE!"
1897 - the proper BOOK (although careful examination reveals it need not necessarily be a "BOOK" as such) - but they will bring forth "FROM" the BIBLE BOOKS of Daniel and the Revelation - "TRUTH that is inspired by the Holy Spirit. THEY will start into action forces that CANNOT-BE-REPRESSED. The lips of CHILDREN..." TM 116.
REPEAT - not necessarily a BOOK! The STRESS is on STUDYING: "...the book of DANIEL in connection with the REVELATION...to give the LAST MESSAGE of warning to THE WORLD. There will be voices heard ON EVERY SIDE to DIVERT the ATTENTION of God's people with NEW THEORIES. We need to give the trumpet a CERTAIN SOUND. We do not half realize what is before US..." RH 3:438. {TM 114. (?) Feb. 9, 1897.}

HASKELL actually STARTED the publishing and distribution of BOOKS and TRACTS in 1870. So declares BC 10:147. Neither is it true that URIAH SMITH STARTED it as given in the SAME BC 10:1201. Actually the truth is that JAMES WHITE was told by INSPIRATION to START the PUBLISHING WORK with "THE PRESENT TRUTH" - Vol. 1, No. 1. Middletown, CT. July 1849.

And the most important "TRACT" ever published was the 1846 "BROADSIDE" that no URIAH SMITH devotee believes today. We return the compliment - we DO NOT BELIEVE - what they publish.

"The different parties of professed Advent believers have EACH a LITTLE truth, but God has given ALL these truths to His children who are being PREPARED for the Day of God. He has ALSO given them TRUTHS that NONE of these parties know, neither will they UNDERSTAND. Things which are SEALED UP to them, the Lord has opened to those who will see and are ready to UNDERSTAND. If God has any NEW LIGHT to communicate, He will let His chosen and beloved UNDERSTAND it, without their going to have their minds enlightened by hearing those who are in DARKNESS and ERROR." EW 124,240. (And Laodiceans are in "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS!" COL 406-415.)

"MIDNIGHT DARKNESS OR - ????

"This truth is constantly unfolding, and God designs that we shall be INTELLIGENT in regard to it, that we may be able to DISTINGUISH between RIGHT and WRONG, between righteousness and unrighteousness...We shall have to stand before MAGISTRATES to answer for our allegiance to the LAW of GOD...These things concern our eternal welfare...We are living in the closing scenes of these perilous times...SOME will be READY when the Bridegroom comes...will have Christlike CHARACTERS...It is when we turn SQUARELY about to stem the current - that our labors BEGIN. T6:128-9."
"The time will come when... Those who have FAILED in their duty, who have been given LIGHT, but who have not cherished it, so that they have none to impart, are classed in the Books of Heaven with those who are at ENMITY with God... Under the direction of Satan, CONFEDERACIES (in the name of "UNITY!") CONFEDERACIES will be formed... Those who JOIN these CONFEDERACIES can never hear the welcome, "Well done, thou good and faithful servant..." The instrumentalities established by God are to press forward, making NO COMPROMISE with the Power of DARKNESS... GREAT TRUTHS that have lain unheeded since the Day of Pentecost, are to shine from God's Word in their native purity... will also reveal truths that are ENTIRELY NEW. Those who eat the flesh and drink the blood of the Son of God will bring from the Books of Daniel and Revelation TRUTH that is inspired by the Holy Spirit. They will START into action FORCES that cannot be repressed." FCE 472-3.

Now - will you observe CAREFULLY - that the last part of this is EXACTLY word-for-word from TM 116 - top of page? And the DATE is here given - R&H August 17, 1897. So now we can have a better understanding of what was LEFT OUT - and WHY - it was LEFT OUT of TM 116. And so at last we nail the date down in conjunction with the meanderings of URIAH SMITH and his SEVEN SEALS and D.T.BOURDEAU.

PARTIAL RESEARCH REVEALS:

D.T.BOURDEAU - RH 1:388 - Jan. 1, 1884: "It was my privilege, the evenings of the 28th and 29th inst., to hear in this city the learned RABBI Mr. Wertheimer, professor of the dead languages in the Theological Seminary of Geneva, deliver two interesting lectures on the TALMUD..." D.T.BOURDEAU

Read on and see what he finds in the TALMUD - the SPIRITUALISTIC doctrine of the "IMMORTALITY OF THE SOUL" found in the TALMUD of JERUSALEM. But not in the MICHNA - the TALMUD of BABYLON does not mention it. So we see where the SYMPATHIES of BOURDEAU-SMITH began to CRYSTALLIZE.

He that goes by the TALMUD - has NO RIGHT to drape upon himself the mantle of "CHRISTIAN!" Let it be known that he is an APOSTATE. AMEN!

"These FALSE TEACHERS were MINGLING JEWISH TRADITIONS"
with the TRUTHS of the GOSPEL...Paul was cut to the heart and his soul was stirred by this OPEN APOSTASY...He immediately wrote to the DELUDED BELIEVERS, EXPOSING THE FALSE THEORIES...with great severity REBUKING those who were DEPARTING from the Faith..."LET HIM BE ACCursed!"..."O FOOLISH GALATIANS," he exclaimed, "who hast BEWITCHED you...?" the FALSE GUIDES...HYPOCRITES...is still as PLEASING to the unrenewed NATURE as it was in the Days of these JEWISH TEACHERS. Today, as then, there are false spiritual guides, to whose doctrines many listen EAGERLY..."

"In apostolic times he (Satan) led the Jews to EXALT the CEREMONIAL LAW, and reject Christ; at the present time he induces many professing Christians, under pretense of honoring Christ, to cast CONTEMPT on the MORAL LAW, and to teach that its precepts may be transgressed with immunity. IT IS THE DUTY of every servant of God to WITHSTAND FIRMLY and DECIDEDLY these PERVERTERS of the Faith, and by word of truth FEARLESSLY to EXPOSE their ERRORS." AA 383-7. 1911.

***

URIAH SMITH - the LAST WORDS HE WROTE - he was still in JEWISH TALMUD TRADITION - as he was with BOURDEAU when he took "IMMORTAL SOUL" - "UNENDING HELL—FIRE TORMENT" - and "UNIVERSALISM" - OUT of the ORIGINAL GC listed under the "WINE OF BABYLON!" - 1884 GC 235 right after defining "BABYLON!" the Harlot - 1884 GC 232-3.

***

URIAH SMITH took that OUT - and handed us the HOLY HELL—PRIESTS of all time - SPURGEON—GUTHRIE—HOPKINS - as being on the SIDE - of the Third Angel's Message! And Adventists have been following that line ever since! GC 384.

***

So it was entirely fitting for him to write to the General Conference in 1903 - "I am with you in the endeavor to send forth in this generation this gospel of the Kingdom, for a witness to all nations. And when this is completed it will be the signal for the CORONATION of our coming King." (Printed by some TALMUDIST in BC 10:1201.)

***

THE SAME RUBBISH in that MAXWELL BOOK - "And as a man He will return...No wonder that at His CORONATION everybody will CHEER and CHEER and CHEER! They will be SO HAPPY...that this Man is to REIGN over them forever and ever that their JOY will be OVERWHELMING and UNIVERSAL...In that day of His final triumph it will be UNIVERSALLY recognized that He excels, outclasses,
and outshines every leader our World ever knew...Such is the Leader who is **COMING TO RULE THE WORLD**.* "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST" by Bedtime Story MAXWELL. p.60-1.

***

Ever hear the story of HOW he "wrote" his bedtime stories? As TALMUDISTS so often do – twisted the arm of those in high places to PAY to send STORY SCOUTS to every land around the World – go from town to town to collect FOLKLORE STORIES – get the Conference to PAY to have these TRANSLATED into English – so MAXWELL cold give them a Biblical TWIST NAME to them and collect the ROYALTIES! No wonder the Lord burnt the MAXWELL PLANT down in England – so SUDDENLY that the 200 workers came only to smell the smoke of what was left. This is the TALMUDIST that will set forth DOCTRINE for us?

***

THE LAST THING that URIAH SMITH and also – THE LAST THING that ARTHUR MAXWELL wrote before they gasped their last – the **CORONATION** takes place when CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES–?? ?? Is that TESTIMONY or TALMUD? And "EVERYBODY" but EVERYBODY will "CHEER and CHEER?" That is 100% TALMUD and UNIVERSALISM! It is NOT – EGW.

***

So once again we are faced with believing JEWISH RABBI TRADITION – or ELLEN WHITE. What does she say? She says what they teach is BUNK! Or if you want her EXACT WORDS – it is "RUBBISH!" – "DIRTY" – "COUNTERFEIT!" – "FALSE COIN!" – SPURIOUS JEWELS!" – EW 82-3.

***

GC 666(480) – gives the picture. NOT WHEN CHRIST COMES!
GC 662(476) – it is AFTER the 1,000 years. And EVERYBODY
GC 666 does not exactly "CHEER! and CHEER! and CHEER!"
GC 666 as sentence of DEATH is passed! As they SEE the
GC 666 records in the Books which appear as if written in
GC 666 – "Letters of FIRE!" and they SEE –
GC 667 they are with Old NERO – with his Old MOTHER –
GC 668 and there are papist PRIESTS and PRELATES –
GC 668 "TOO LATE they are MADE to SEE...ALL SEE...
GC 668 "They SEE in His hands the tables of the Divine LAW."

GC 669 "Satan seems PARALYZED...he SEES only...RUIN...
GC 669 "He has led the MULTITUDES... (and do they
"CHEER?"

GC 672 – "The WICKED are FILLED with the SAME HATRED...
GC 672 – "Upon the WICKED He shall rain...FIRE and BRIMSTONE...
(As they "CHEER! and CHEER! and CHEER!")

GC 666 - "THE FINAL CORONATION" of the Son of God takes place. And now, invested with SUPREME MAJESTY and POWER, the King of kings pronounces SENTENCE upon the REBELS ...and executes JUSTICE...(As they CHEER and CHEER and CHEER?"

***

THE ULTIMATE VANITY - THE RETREAT FROM REASON - SOUR GRAPES - as any HONEST person can see - who reads the TALMUD. Or URIAH SMITH - "THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF IGNORANCE." THE STAR IDIOT of all time. Thumbs down. A man can CREATE evil - but he cannot control it. It is now out of hand. There is a whole constellation of beliefs - in the PARA-NOID.

***

POETIC LICENSE - when Bro. Davis wrote HARDINGE - why at the GC Session - R&H June 19, 1970 - HARDINGE handed them "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" in the OUTER COURT - HARDINGE replied that this was the ONLY OBJECTION - in five years! That what he wrote - to took "OFF THE TOP" of his head!

***


***

And in case you are "TIRED" of those who have departed from the Faith - and of those who want "CHRISTMAS TREES" - WILSON the FOX wants us to know: "...that some of us are TIRED of CRITICS...I am TIRED of those who feel we should hold some little beachhead..." R&H Dec. 13, 1979. p.4–6.

***

POETIC LICENSE - as HARDINGE gave us: "Flames of WRATH... and from new Salem's hills He pours cataracts of blessing... This rubric beams on Christ...His glory dims the blazing sun... Die ere the Guest adored she entertain..." R&H June 19, 1970. p.9,10. SO ALSO - URIAH SMITH used POETIC LICENSE to embellish the doctrine with a "...35,000 word POEM..." in the R&H - 1853. GC 10:1200.

***

SO TALMUDIC BOURDEAU also took off with "PRINCIPLES BY WHICH TO INTERPRET PROPHECY." A SERIES of at least 34! Together with all sorts of other articles. We find some in the RH ARTICLE BOOKS.
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NOW WE FIND BOURDEAU FEATURED WITH CANRIGHT and BAL- LOU - RH ARTICLE BOOK 3 (around 1896) - p.152,156,350, 366,368,374,376,380. I suppose it was about time for Sr. White to say something about it. This book p.44,474,528. Involving the SEVEN SEALS. But first:

"The TIME has come, the important TIME when through God's messengers the SCROLL is being UNROLLED to the World... NOVICES cannot acceptably do the work..." T6:133.

"Now, when the great work of JUDGING THE LIVING is about to BEGIN...In every case the great decision IS-TO-BE-MADE whether we SHALL receive the MARK of the BEAST or his IMAGE, OR the SEAL of the Living God." T6:130. 1900. GC 490. T5:526,692.

"When the books of Daniel and Revelation are BETTER UNDER- STOOD, believers will have an entirely different religious ex- perience...and NONE of the WICKED shall UNDERSTAND; but the WISE will UNDERSTAND...OUR OWN PEOPLE need to have the LIGHT placed before them in CLEARER LINES...As we near the Close of Time...THE MAN OF SIN..." TM 114-8.

"The people of the United States have been a favored people; but when THEY restrict religious liberty, SURRENDERING PRO- TESTANTISM, and giving countenance to POPERY, the measure of their guilt will be full, and "NATIONAL APOSTASY" will be (followed by)...NATIONAL RUIN.*

THE 5th SEAL: "The voices of those under the Alter who HAVE BEEN SLAIN for the Word of God and the Testimony of Jesus, are still saying, "It is TIME for thee, O Lord, to work: for THEY have made void Thy LAW." To the people who WILL-BE-KEEP- ING the Commandments of God when under the hand of op- pression, WILL-COME-THOSE-WORDS of comfort: "Because thou hast kept the Word of My patience, I-ALSO-WILL-KEEP- THEE from the Hour of Temptation, which shall come upon all the World, TO-TRY-THEM that dwell upon the Earth...and I will write upon him the name of my God, and the name of the City of my God, which is NEW JERUSALEM..." RH 3:44. May 2, 1893.
ONE of 200 MORE - that inform us that PHILADELPHIA is the Church of the SEALING of the 144,000. REV. 3:12; 14:1. 

AND WHAT IS THE "HOUR OF TEMPTATION" in which we will be kept? While Adventist Leaders following NICHOLS who went to the American Air Force to find out about "FLYING SAUCERS" - (Why not also about "POLTERGEISTs")[?]

"THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION. (In which PHILADEPHIANS will be kept - in the Most Holy Place - the Sanctuary Truths.)

"Many will confronted by the spirits of DEVILS personating beloved relatives or friends, (Even EGW!) and declaring the most dangerous HERESIES...and will work MIRACLES to sustain their PRETENTIONS. We must be PREPARED to withstand them with the Bible truth that the DEAD know not ANYTHING, and that they who thus appear are the SPIRITS OF DEVILS. Just before us is the "HOUR OF TEMPTATION, which shall come upon ALL-THE-WORLD, to try them that dwell upon the Earth." ALL whose FAITH is not FIRMLY ESTABLISHED upon the Word of God will be DECEIVED and OVERCOME..."Because thou hast kept the Word of My patience, I will keep thee," is the Savior's promise." GC 560. 1884 GC 377. (What DEVIL left this OUT of SR 398?) The promise to PHILADELPHIA.

***

NICHOLS SAYS THIS WILL NOT HAPPEN

THE MAXWELL BOOK IS CALLING FOR IT TO HAPPEN

"Fearful sights of a supernatural character will soon be revealed in the Heavens, in token of the Power of MIRACLE-WORKING DEMONS. The SPIRITS of DEVILS will go forth to the kings of the Earth...to unite with Satan...They will perform wonderful MIRACLES of HEALING...

(WRIGHT claims to have this POWER - in 1978-9. "These works of APPARENT HEALING will bring Seventh-day Adventists TO THE TEST!" SM 2:24, 49-51, 53-4, 95, 100. RH 4:262, 570.)

"THE CHURCH has long professed to look to the Savior's advent as the consummation of her HOPES. Now the great deceiver will make it appear that Christ has come. In different parts of the Earth - SATAN-WILL-MANIFEST-HIMSELF...This is the STRONG, almost OVERMASTERING DELUSION." GC 624. See ORIGINAL in 1884 GC 441-3.
NOW SEE WOODS – R&H August 16, 1979. p.3,14. NO MAXWELL DEVIL APPEAR! We have always considered this the greatest DECEPTION ever going to be pulled off on this planet - but no! Trust WOODS! NO-DEVIL-WILL-COME! Of all people on Earth - ADVENTISTS had the WARNING! But now of all people on Earth - they are SITTING DUCKS! Unless they HURRY - and make a BREAK - with their LEADERS! "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" - He will NEVER-NEVER-NEVER - come in to that Church! You must go OUT to meet Him!

He SEALS the 6th Church - in the 6th Seal.

NOW BEFORE WE GO ANY FURTHER

Let us go direct to the Bible for the truth of the Seven Seals. Right after the Seven Churches - we find a door opened in Heaven. Rev. 4:1. And one sitting on a throne. Rev. 4:2. And four and twenty elders. Rev. 4:4. We find these again in Rev. 11:16. Now we move to in the right hand of Him that sat on the throne a BOOK which is the key to it all. Rev. 5:1.

Everything we do - is written in this Book. T3:312,329. The deeds of the Jewish Leaders also. COL 294. FCE 261. I wept much because no man was found worthy to open the Book. Rev. 5:2-4. Without opening the Book - no one could be saved. Finally a Lamb came and took the Book. Rev. 5:7. So now we have the right to reign on the Earth. Rev. 5:10.

Now the crucial question - how many SEALS did He open? He opened ONE - only ONE - Rev. 6:1. So WHEN was THAT - and WHAT was THAT? Here we can choose - ELLEN G. WHITE or we can choose URIAH SMITH and BABYLON.

FOR THE ADVENTISTS ADMIT: “As for the prophecies of the SEVEN SEALS and the SEVEN TRUMPETS, SDA's have in general accepted the interpretation of earlier EXPOSITORS as the BEST EXPLANATION CURRENTLY AVAILABLE...THE FIRST SEAL (Rev. 6:1,2) is applied to the APOSTOLIC AGE...” BC 10:1074.

Alright - if that's all they know - we can stop reading right there. We need not another word from them. That is about as DUMB - as DUMB can be. That is not a THREAT - that is a REALITY. In POETIC LICENSE - or letting their mind go PSYCHIC - Dr. Paul Kurtz of the University of New York - CBC-TV "TAKE 30" Dec. 16, 1978 -
One reason for the PHENOMENAL GROWTH of PSYCHIC FRAUDS WITCHCRAFT and the like - is that no one steps forth to EXPOSING THEM! But GC 606 (424) - all will be "UNMASKED!" PK 187 (RH 6:34,382) - "DENOUNCED!" DA 397-8. T4:168. In spite of the intimidating THREATS of those in HIGH AUTHORITY and the CLAMORING of the Laodicean RABBLE - all will be "EXPOSED!" EW 225,277. 1884 GC 421. SOP 3:400,410,427. T5:209,297,305,675,681. This is "LIGHT!" from Heaven! LP 89. SOP 2:49,74,341. And 100 more.

***

THE PSYCHIC NEW AGE RELIGIONS - contrary to all EVIDENCE - leaves a trail of DESTRUCTION. Space Age FREAKS. Willing to believe ANYTHING without EVIDENCE. PSYCHICS are more often WRONG - than RIGHT. The FORTUNE COOKIE CULT. No FOUNDATION IN FACT. Do we go by them?

THE WAY TO STUDY - this or any other question - is to go to the INDEX. So you take the Old Index or the New Index - and you find under Rev. 4:1 - a cool, clear - NOTHING!

***

But since they cannot ignore the subject COMPLETELY - you do have a little under Rev. 4:5 - PP 356. Or you could try GC 414. And so they DO ADMIT - in a back-handed way - that the "DOOR OPENED IN HEAVEN" - and the "THRONE" or "THRONES" cast down or set in Heaven - has to do with the SANCTUARY TRUTHS - and in your fumbling around to try to find the PAGING in the ORIGINAL 1884 GC (SOP 4) - you may stumble on 1884 GC 275 - and the "DOOR OPENED" in Rev. 4:1 may just be: "Christ had opened the door, or ministration, of the MOST HOLY PLACE."

***

And so a little light begins to flicker - and you wonder WHAT-ELSE-YOU-MIGHT-FIND in your quest for TRUTH and LIGHT. And so you slide back to 1884 GC 273, the beginning of that chapter - and Lo! and Behold! this MOST HOLY PLACE ministration BEGAN in 1844! So another LIGHT goes on to push back the Laodicean DARKNESS of URIAH SMITH. Who has the 1st SEAL opening - who knows WHEN-??? And who should care what he and his BABYLON thinks - anyway?

***

And then, of course - you run into a REAL HERESY - you find this 1844 door opened in Heaven was inexorably tied - by Ellen G. White - both in 1884 GC 268-272 and your GC 423-432 - to the OPENING of the DOOR - !!!
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NOT the CLOSING of the DOOR as URIAH SMITH the Adventist False Prophet has it — and all the CHARTS made by the SDA Ministerial Association — who will approve NOTHING ELSE — but the empty coffin nailed down — on PHILADELPHIA — 1844!

But — strange to say — Sr. White did not know that — she OPENED the DOOR — PHILADELPHIA was BORN — not BURIED in 1844. And this is the heart of the SEVEN SEALS and Rev. 4:1.

And even your book — GC 414 — and the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 261 shows in the FOOTNOTE REFERENCE — that Revelations chapter 4 — does indeed point to the DOOR OPENED TO THE PHILADEPHIAN CHURCH — the MOST HOLY PLACE SANCTUARY TRUTHS — the entire THIRD ANGEL’S MESSAGE — 1844. But remember one thing — rather that ADMIT that — they will do as they are doing now — THROW OUT THE "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" just like the JEWS that the more EVIDENCE that came to them — the MADDER they got! So if you are looking for TRUTH — do not look for ANYONE ELSE to appreciate it but YOURSELF! "The WICKED shall DO WICKEDLY — and NONE of the WICKED — shall UNDERSTAND!" (And that is DANIEL with the REVELATIONS!)

NOW WE DO HAVE SOMETHING ABOUT HORSES

(A) Rev. 4 — the throne ready — the four and twenty Elders ready — the Door opened — and the Court about to begin —
(B) Rev. 5 — the Book sealed with Seven Seals — and finally one found WORTHY to open the Book and —
(C) Rev. 6 — ONE Seal and ONLY one Seal opened in 1844 — so come and see — a WHITE HORSE — Rev. 6:2.

ONE reference — and only ONE! in the Old Index. CE 70. (And I cannot find my copy.) And in the New Index — NOTHING! So they sure wiped the slate clean of ANYTHING that just MIGHT contradict the idea that LAODICEA is the LAST and ONLY CHURCH — that God has on Earth! They will NOT give up that TRADITION of the ELDERS — they will rather give up the TESTIMONIES — while loudly claiming they do NOT!

This is the 1st SEAL - and as we check these references we find it goes through - to the END: "Clad in the armor of Christ's righteousness, THE CHURCH (PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH) is to enter upon her final conflict. "Fair as the Moon, clear as the Sun, and terrible as an Army with Banners." Cant. 6:10. She is to go forth into ALL the World, CONQUERING and to CONQUER." Rev. 6:2. PK 725.

***

And, of course - that fits with Rev. 3:7-13 - PHILADELPHIA was the CHURCH that came forth in 1844 - (GC 430) - and this casket torn to pieces by LAODICEA the UGLY SISTER - EW 81-2. But in the MIDNIGHT HOUR - CINDERELLA will find PRINCE CHARming - and take her rightful place. While the UGLY SISTER will climb a wall. "...the Lord chose OTHERS...

And then these LEADERS...ACT LIKE MEN who have lost their REASON!" TM 70. ST 4:62. GC 607. Brisbin 27. TM 73,99.

***

"Behold, they shall surely GATHER together, but not by Me!" PK 724. "GATHER yourselves together, yea, GATHER together, O (denom)-NATION not desired; before the decree bring forth, before the day pass as the chaff, before the FIERCE ANGER of the Lord come upon YOU, before the Day of the Lord's ANGER come upon you." (FOOTNOTES to the Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans.) T1:180. (That HUDSON and the SDA Ministry tries to palm off as a PROMISE to LAODICEA! How - I do not know. It is the "Mystery of Iniquity.") [But I suppose they think they know which side their bread is buttered on.]

IF WE CAN PROVE BY 200 REFERENCES

that PHILADELPHIA was "THE CHURCH" that came forth "CONQUERING and to CONQUER" in 1844 - (GC 430) - and goes forth to the End! They are the 144,000. (FOOTNOTES to WTF 14. GOLDEN TEXTS to EW 15,23,30,31,78,254-6.) (This is the very Third Angel's Message, it is the Anchor that will keep us in the Last Days.)

***

WE HAVE THREE REFERENCES TO THE LAST BATTLE:

(1) RH 4:579. Nov. 26, 1903. There is some difference from:
(2) T8:41. "A VIEW OF THE (LAST) CONFLICT."
(3) RH 5:433. (A repeat of T8:41.) We should also mention:
(4) This is tied together with the TEN VIRGIN PARABLE in RH 4:556. Sept. 17, 1903. "Company after company will LEAVE the DARK STANDARD of the foe to come up to the
help of the Lord...They will plant the STANDARD of TRUTH
upon fortresses till then held by Satan, and with shouts of
victory take possession of them...CONQUERING and to
CONQUER...they that be WISE..."
(5) "He desires HIS PEOPLE to go forth CONQUERING and to
CONQUER. It was their privilege to reveal in their lives
the CHARACTER of their Leader...Belief in Him is to the
REPENTANT soul (See the QUALIFICATION?) the GERM of

WORDS OF COMFORT
"There are some lessons that are never learned only through
FAILURE. Peter was a better man AFTER his fall. The Lord
permits His children to fall; and then, IF they REPENT of their
wrongdoing He helps them to stand on vantage ground. As fire
purifies gold, so Christ PURIFIES His people by temptation and
trial...CONFESION and RESTITUTION will hide a multitude of

"CONQUERING and to CONQUER" is Rev. 6:2. It is the 1st
SEAL. Now how can we explain the 1st SEAL goes through to
the END? This is a bit sticky and complicated. But try to un-
derstand it. Because of the difficulty - no doubt this is the
reason why CHURCH and REFORM have been satisfied to go by
URIAH SMITH - which is BABYLON. We should be able to do
better with our eyes blindfolded.

***

ALRIGHT - LET US SIT IN ON THE JUDGMENT SCENE:
(1) The beginning of the judgment is 1844. Rev. 4.
(2) Who is worthy to open the Book? Rev. 5.
(3) One seal is broken - then the judgment commences.

***

(4) Now watch the next point - it begins in 1844 - but with
who?

SINCE WE ARE TO GO BY DANIEL AS WELL AS BY REVELATION:
1884 GC 307. GC 479. Running parallel with Rev. 4&5 - we
have DANIEL 7:9, 10, 13, 14. "THE INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT"
pictured. It is notable - in this day of denying the Faith -
that the judgment is based on "CHARACTER and WORKS."
GC 479.

NOW WE ENTER THE AGE-OLD DEBATE - WHAT IS A GENERATION?
A generation can be defined as the "HISTORY" of a people. In WAGGONER'S "LAST CONFESSIONAL" found on his desk the day he died - in SNEERING away all the 1844 and Sanctuary Truths - his strong point was that religion NEVER CHANGES. So, naturally - the people who go by WAGGONER - have NOTHING to base their faith on.

***

But we do have the GENERATIONS or DISPENSATIONS clearly marked out for us in "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK," p.28. THE SAME THING is now found in SM 1:62-4. See also GC 431. 1884 GC 269-272. EW 45,250-1.

***

In the Days of NOAH - they were JUDGED as to whether they went into the ARK or not. The RAINBOW was a PROMISE that they would NEVER be JUDGED by that RULE again. The UNBELIEVERS can build their TOWERS OF BABEL - all in vain. Because religion - CHANGED! That TEST would never come again. THE FLOOD was a BOOKMARK. Therefore it is common to speak of the "DISPENSATION" or "GENERATION" before the flood. "A MESSAGE was sent from Heaven to the World in Noah's Day - and the SALVATION of men DEPENDED upon the MANNER in which they treated THAT MESSAGE. Because they REJECTED the WARNING, the Spirit of God was withdrawn from the sinful race, and they PERISHED in the waters of the flood." EW 45. GC 431.

---

In that case - if there is a "SHUT DOOR" as in the Days of Noah - and if each succeeding generation has a "SHUT DOOR" - and if each "SHUT DOOR" is followed by a NEW MESSENGER Then we should be WIDE AWAKE to the fact that a "MOVEMENT" is to COME! GC 464. "Furthermore, in the 18th chapter of Revelation, IN-A MESSAGE WHICH IS YET FUTURE: the people of God are called upon to come out of Babylon." 1888 GC 383. (Not found in any other edition.)

REFLECTION should cause us to remember that the Angel of Rev. 18 came down to do his work in 1888 - and was REJECTED by this people - and when He comes again, He will "...AGAIN be ridiculed, and spoken against, and REJECTED by the MAJORITY:" "TAking up a reproach." Brisbin Book p.10,11. (The same thing: DA 242. T5:136,463. PP 104. TM 458. PK 590. B2:51. T2:105. RH 2:453-4; 4:547. GCB 1893.)

---

NO GREAT Multitude - Just 144,000 Believe!  

---
A NEW MESSAGE means a NEW MOVEMENT. A SHUT DOOR means a Close of Probation on His people — who are His no more! Each GENERATION has had to find this out — the HARD WAY: "In every age there is a NEW development of TRUTH, a MESSAGE of God to the people of that GENERATION." COL 127.

***

"To those who go OUT to meet the Bridegroom is this MESSAGE given." COL 420. "But OUT of that NIGHT of DARKNESS God's LIGHT will SHINE...At this TIME a MESSAGE from God is to BE proclaimed, a MESSAGE illuminating in its influence and saving in its power...the LAST MESSAGE of mercy." COL 413.

***

"The Books of DANIEL and the REVELATION...A MESSAGE that will AROUSE the Churches...is TO BE proclaimed...not only TO OUR PEOPLE, but to the World." TM 117.

***

"A MESSAGE that will not be SILENCED...the voice of STERN REBUKE will be heard. Boldly will men of God's appointment DENOUNCE the UNION of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD...for the Hour of His JUDGMENT is come...In their HOUR of DEEPEST APOSTASY and greatest need, God's MESSAGE...The SUFFERINGS of the men of Judah were to be in PROPORTION to the LIGHT they had had, and to the WARNINGS they had DESPISED and REJECTED...The LESSON is for US." PK 187, 283, 425.

***

With a SHUT DOOR on each GENERATION followed by a NEW SET OF RULES — with a NEW MESSAGE — it appears that NEW GUIDELINES are followed as the JUDGMENT goes from one GENERATION to the next. And is why in the MOST HOLY PLACE — the PLACE OF JUDGMENT: "There I saw THRONES that I had never seen before," 1846 BROADSIDE.

WILL SOMEONE PREPARE A CHART TO SHOW THE FOLLOWING:

(1) The JUDGMENT began in 1844.
(2) But that JUDGMENT begins with ADAM. Able First to die in Christ.
(3) And the CHURCH on Earth is represented by a WHITE HORSE.
(4) The next SHUT DOOR is in the Days of ABRAHAM—LOT.
(5) FLOOD was a BOOKMARK — FIRE was another. Lots went out!
(6) The religion CHANGED.
(7) The CROSS was a SHUT DOOR BOOKMARK. The earthly PRIESTHOOD came to an END.
(8) Now it is in HEAVEN. Jesus went into MHP in 1844
(9) We are to "Follow Me!" 18, I must follow Him IN.

3rd AIM, Shows me the way — SW 2594 SP 273, 497
THE CHART is needed to clarify this MYSTERY. It must show three things:

1. The JUDGMENT began in 1844. But it did not begin WITH 1844. It began WITH ADAM.

2. Yet 1844 is itself a SHUT-DOOR BOOKMARK. But only the sense that it BEGAN a PERIOD for a NEW THIRD ANGEL’S MESSAGE - and when the COURT comes to the 6th SEAL PERIOD - and runs into the LIVING - it will be an OVERLAPPING of the 5th and 6th SEAL PERIODS. Because:

3. Under the 5th SEAL people still DIE. Rev. 6:9. But under the 6th SEAL they CANNOT die. And so the Prophet pauses and uses an entire CHAPTER to clarify the SEALING of the 144,000. For the 7th SEAL clearly ushers in the COMING OF CHRIST. Rev. 8:1.

***

So while the SEALING of the LIVING is going on - some are laid to rest - those too YOUNG - too OLD - too WEAK. And some may yet be MARTYRED if their names have not yet come up for review. There will be an overlapping.

***

THAT IS WHY "The 144,000 shouted, "Hallelujah!" as they recognized their FRIENDS who had been torn from them by DEATH. EW 16. W.T. 15.

***

NOW THE THING THAT MUST BE SHOWN IN THIS CHART:

1. The JUDGMENT began in 1844 but it began with ADAM.

2. THEREFORE the RED HORSE follows the WHITE HORSE as the JUDGMENT goes to the NEXT GENERATION. Rev. 6:4.

3. There may be and there are some BOOKMARKS ON EARTH to show when the JUDGMENT goes to another GENERATION - such as the 1st WORLD WAR and the 2nd WORLD WAR could be BOOKMARKS. Something that is a WORLDWIDE SIGN:

4. And as these HORSES DETERIORATE - so the ADVENTIST CHURCH DETERIORATES - as Sr. White was clearly shown we must LEAVE-THE-HORSE-MOVEMENTS! And go on FOOT! There is NO SALVATION in RIDING THE HORSES. The ADVENTISTS began KILLING their BRETHREN in WORLD WAR ONE. The REAL CHRISTIANS could not ride that horse any more. It became to them the horse of DEATH. They also began KILLING THEM with POISONOUS DRUGS. Imagine giving someone POISON because he is SICK. "This is MURDER, actual MURDER...DRUG MEDICATION...a twofold GREATER EVIL...in place of HELPING nature, are constantly PARALYZING her efforts.
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WE are Health Reformers. THEY prescribe DRUGS, eat only things which the abused stomach can and will ASSIMILATE. It is the work of the Physician to EDUCATE...EDUCATE THE MIND to see the importance of the use of HEALTHFUL FOOD...WITHOUT DRUGS...THE SEEDS of DEATH." MM 139,222–9.

"GRAVE!" IS RIGHT! "He makes the case a GRAVE one, and administers his POISONS, which, if he were sick, he would not venture to take himself. The patient grows WORSE, and POISONOUS DRUGS are more freely administered, until NATURE is OVERPOWERED in her efforts, and gives up...SHE WAS DRUGGED TO DEATH...SHE WAS MURDERED." DC 52.

***

BUT DEATH IS NOT THE WORST OF IT! "They CANNOT appre-ciate the value of SPIRITUAL THINGS. Their SENSIBILITIES are BLUNTED, and SIN does not appear very SINFUL, and TRUTH is not regarded of greater value than earthly treasure..."

***

"OPiUM...They are in WORSE condition...than the RUM DRINKER...or the TOBACCO USER...It BENUMBS the SENSIBILITIES, STU-P Efies the BRAIN, and UNFITS THE MIND for the service of God...MERCURY, CALOMEL and QUININE...These POISONOUS PREPARATIONS have DESTROYED THEIR MILLIONS... (Ever see one sent home from the Mission Fields - brain and tongue - PARALYZED?)"

---

In Edmonton (Canada) newspaper during the FLU EPIDEMIC in 1918: "QUININE in the morning -
ASPIRIN at night -
PEROXIDE in between times -
"And I hope will have it light."

World Famous Dionne Quintuplets Dr. Defoe never lost a case of FLU - by OPENING THE WINDOWS! Yes! In 30° below weather! See what EGW says about FOUL AIR. All health authorities now know the danger of OVER-HEATED (BURNT) AIR. If nothing else - get them OUT in the OPEN every 30 minutes to BREATHE FRESH AIR - breathe OUT! Not IN! Let the lungs fill NATURALLY. PUFF the lungs EMPTY! Also fill the lungs - HOLD YOUR BREATH - while you hit your chest with a closed fist - three times. NEVER do this unless the lungs are FILLED. Three or four times a day. Three times each side.

***

DID YOU EVER READ DR. KRESS' and DR. PAULSON'S experience with MALARIA? NO QUININE! LLM 238–245.
"In a little while (DRUGGERS) their conscience becomes as elastic as India rubber." LLM 243.

EGW - "It is a DELUSION and FARCE...DRUGS NEVER CURE...PURE AIR...WATER...TRUST IN DIVINE POWER...PROPER DIET... THESE ARE THE TRUE REMEDIES...CHARCOAL." LLM 255, 257-261.

Did you ever hear how a RARE EXQUISITE PLANT COLLECTOR went into the WORST JUNGLES...

AND NEVER OBTAINED MALARIA – ???
He NEVER drank any water. Only FRUIT JUICES and COCONUT WATER. And he NEVER came down with MALARIA.

"OPIUM...MERCURY, CALOMEL, and QUININE...Do not let them tell you they do not use these DEADLY POISONS... Obtain a COMPENDIUM OF PHARMACEUTICAL SPECIALTIES and other TECHNICAL DRUGGIST'S JOURNALS and see how they HIDE the WOLF under a SHEEPSKIN COVER - by OUTLANDISH APPELLATIONS and MIXTURES. Not only do they use MORE-THAN-EVER! But they use PURE PUS (that they call "PURE VIRUS!") and PREGNANT MARE DRINE - (How do you like that PEE for your TEA? Does your WIFE take that to CHANGE HER LIFE? Ought to change something! "HORMONES!" and how about COBRA SNAKE VENOM? Sr. White would turn over in her grave!)

(SICK HORSE HOCK-GREASE!) "...THESE DEADLY MIXTURES... ULCERS...PAIN IN THE BONES, (Now called "ARTHROSIITE"!), LOSS OF TEETH, LOSS OF MEMORY, and IMPAIRED SIGHT, are to be seen EVERYWHERE. They are victims of POISONOUS PREPARATIONS...God will not accept their UNWORTHY OFFERING any sooner than that of CAIN...say to His precious Saints, who have been PREPARING for TRANSLATION, "Come, My people, enter thou into they chambers, and shut thy doors about thee. HIDE THYSELF as it were for a little moment, until the INDIGNATION be overpast..." SG 3 & 4. (Center portion under "HEALTH." ) p.129,138-9,148-9.

(AND CANCER - YEARS AFTER!) "NUX VOMICA (Strychnine & Brucine) can CRIPPLE, PARALYZE, destroy health forever, BUT IT NEVER CURES...CALOMEL (Mercury). It TORMENTS the system as long as there is a PARTICLE left in it. It ever lives, not losing its properties by its long stay in the living system.
IT INFLAMES THE JOINTS (inflammatory rheumatism), and often sends rottenness into the bones. It frequently manifests itself in tumors, ulcers, and cancers—years after." DC 64–5. 1865. SM 2:499. See T4:635.

***

SOMED—who if they want to confess their SINS of the Past can CONFESS that those who are SO HARD—so UNFEELING—as to aid and abet that crime—that traffic in souls of men—DARE TO COME before God with an OFFERING to this god of the CADUCEUS—the WINGED MERCURY—conductor of souls to Hell—to the gentle keeping of his wife—PROSPERPINE—(See MYTHOLOGY in your library).

***

"MEN who STAND IN VERY RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS at the heart of the work are ASLEEP. Satan has PARALYZED THEM... "THEY remain INACTIVE, while their wily foe enters the fort and works successfully by their side to TEAR DOWN what God has commanded to be built up... They see that Satan is deceiving... yet they take it all quietly... as though these things did not concern them...

***

"These REPROOFS and WARNINGS disturb the quiet of these SLEEPY, EASE-LOVING Sentinels, and THEY are not pleased... THIS IS ALL UNCALLED FOR. It is TOO SEvere, TOO HARSH... These are the true feelings of many of our people. And Satan EXALTS... He has deceived THEM, benumbed their sensibilities, and planted his HELLISH BANNER right in their midst, and THEY are so completely deceived that THEY know not that it is he." T2:439–440. 1868.

Yes, you know, I think there will actually be some Adventists around that will say: "Why does he bring that up now? He is only looking for TROUBLE!" Yes, you poor dead Laodicean. "MURDER INCORPORATED!"—How long till you are brought in chains before the Judge of all the Earth? Not much longer. That is for sure.

DID ANYONE EVER TELL YOU—that the statement they make—that you are supposed to pay your tithe and it is THEIR SIN—what they do with it—??? And you actually BELIEVE that Sr. White wrote that—???

***

"Judas went and HANGED himself..."
"Go thou and do likewise..."
I never cease to be AMAZED at the cow-like docility of some people. Stripping sanity from the remnants of reason. They need their computers de-programmed.

"It is better to live in the right road -
Rather than to walk STRONGLY in the WRONG DIRECTION." G. EMMETT CATHOLIC CARDINAL CARTER OF CANADA. CBC-TV "TAKE 30" Dec. 17, 1979. 3:00 p.m. "BLIND FAITH!"

"FAITH - mindless solution to all Earth's problems - and the public buys it." "PACIFIC REPORT" - November 22, 1979.

Series A - No. 1 - Column 27 - p.23. (LEFT OUT BY BACHAND when he turned over the SERIES A to Health Research 1958. Which they erroneously called "SPECIAL TESTIMONIES TO MINISTERS AND WORKERS" - leaving out Numbers 1& 2.)

***

Now obtainable complete as "SERIES A" by EGW. $13.50. (Send cash and they pay the postage.) 380 pages. From "LEAVES OF AUTUMN" P.O. Box 440, Payson, AZ 85541.

***

WHAT SHE WROTE: "The Lord will not hold you responsible for it, IF-YOU-DO-WHAT-YOU-CAN-TO-CORRECT-THE-EVIL!"

Did you do what you can to correct the evil - ??? That CHAIN of 10 words LEFT OUT when they EVER quote that.

SERIES A. No. 1. Column 27. p.23. Also found in a tiny book - "Supplement in TESTIMONIES TO MINISTERS completing SERIES A by EGW." on page 21. (No address.)

(Some poor guy - with rabbit blood - AFRAID of what they might do to him if his name was on it. The type that teaches his children to sing: "DARE TO BE A DANIEL! DARE TO STAND ALONE!!")

OR HE MIGHT READ TO THEM FROM THE VOICELESS PROPHECY: "OBEEDIENCE is certainly the evidence of our Faith. By their FRUITS ye shall KNOW them" Matthew 7:20.

THEN - another day - another time - HMSR writes: "Faith ONLY - plus NOTHING and minus NOTHING!" p.619 in the FROOM BOOK. - 23 -
Or take it from DUKE ELLINGTON:

"I've got plenty of NOTHING - and NOTHING'S plenty for me!"

Teaching ALL ways - BOTH ways - and NO WAYS!

Why does the Devil have such success? Because people do not care!

"They seemed INDIFFERENT and CARELESS...The Angels of God left these..." T1:180-1. EW 270.

** REFORMERS **

There was a flock of Reformers of yesteryear. Although 95% or more went BACK to the Church for the BIG CARNIVAL put on by the HUDSON SHOW - before that they CLAIMED to be in favor of HEALTH REFORM. But the FATAL MISTAKE they made - they thought in spite of that - the Church was right - in Doctrine. In that case, the words of Christ are of none-effect!

***


***

IT IS THE TRADITION OF ROMANISM

that no matter what the Popes or Priests do - the SYSTEM remains CLEAN - and will CLEANSE all who come to it.

***

THIS IS ALSO THE TRADITION of URIAH SMITH - that this Church has God over a barrel - He is PLEDGED by His Word - to "SAVE" the LAST CHURCH! That, apparently - He does not even care how "DEFFECTIVE THEY MAY BE" TM 15. (Only trouble is - Sr. White never wrote that! Find what she wrote in ARA 432.)

***

"Enfeebled and defective as it may APPEAR-APPEAR-APPEAR."

"AUSTRALIAN RECORD ARTICLES." (ARA 432. May 27, 1912.)

(A new book - $14.95 form "LEAVES.")

***

If you want the "CHURCH" no matter how "DEFFECTIVE" it may BE-BE-BE - turn the page - TM 16. Also called "CHURCH" as well as what it is - "THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN."

***

THE BACK-HAND GANG and the DRUGGER'S UNION - have painted those who to not go along with them -
as BLACK as they may APPEAR — still the Lord has not exactly sold out to the MAJORITY — as He has shown by a strong hand in history.

***

THIS QUESTION CAME UP IN THE DAYS OF THE PROPHET HAGGAI:

If there is some old URIAH SMITH or some old FROOM — all the King’s men — and all the King’s horses — are so CLEAN and WONDERFUL — if the UNCLEFT come along — and take up MEMBERSHIP in that CLEAN CHURCH — will that make him CLEAN?

***

Or if this SAINT FROOM comes along — and TOUCHES you (Blesses you for paying God’s Tithe for the DRUG PROGRAM) does SAINT FROOM’S or SAINT RICHARDS’ BLESSING make you CLEAN? Let us sit in on the debate and see if their HOLINESS will make us HOLY — like the CATHOLICS claim with their HOLY NUNS and HOLY MONKS (the MORMONS ALSO) — that their HOLINESS will RUB OFF and give us some MERIT!

***

"Thus saith the Lord of Hosts; Ask now the Priests concerning the LAW, saying,

"If one bear HOLY FLESH in the skirt of his garment, (his Character), and with his skirt do TOUCH bread, or pottage, or wine, or oil, or any meat, SHALL IT BE HOLY? And the Priests answered and said, NO.

"Then said HAGGAI, If one that is UNCLEFT by a DEAD BODY ("There is a DEAD FLY in the ointment!" BC 7:962.) TOUCH one of these, shall it be UNCLEFT? And the Priests answered and said, IT SHALL BE UNCLEFT. ...And again the Word of the Lord came unto HAGGAI...saying, Speak to ZERUBBABEL, governor of Judah, saying, I will SHAKE the Heavens and the Earth...and I will OVERTHROW the CHARIOTS, and those that RIDE IN THEM; and the HORSES and their RIDERS shall come DOWN, every one by the Sword of his Brother..." HAGGAI 2:11-22.

***

So we see the fabricated HOLINESS or PERFECTION or INFALLIBILITY of a Church — will not save us. Not make us CLEAN! But if we are HOLY! — and we TOUCH! — JOIN UP with the HELL CHURCHES in MISSION-KEY ’73! — the UNCLEAN with UNCLEFT — will that make us UNCLEAN? "And the Priests answered and said, IT SHALL BE UNCLEAN.

***

OR ANOTHER WAY OF PUTTING IT: "A companion of FOOLS shall be DESTROYED...DESTROYED for want of JUDGMENT."

Prov. 13:20,23.
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or "In sympathy with..."
JOIN "CIVIL DEFENSE" OR THE MEDICAL CORPS - ???

"The Lord desires all who bear the MESSAGE for these Last Days to understand that there is a great difference between PROFESSORS of religion (who go by faith "ALONE" GC 471) who are NOT DOERS of the Word, and the Children of God, who are SANCTIFIED through the TRUTH, who have that FAITH that WORKS by love and PURIFIES the soul. The Lord speaks of those who CLAIM to "BELIEVE" the truth for this time, yet see nothing inconsistent in their taking part in politics; MINING with the CONTENDING ELEMENTS of these Last Days, as the CIRCUMCISED who mingle with the UNCIRCUMCISED, and He declares that He will DESTROY both CLASSES TOGETHER WITHOUT DISTINCTION" FCE 482. (You made NO DISTINCTION - so why should He?) "He will CONDEMN both alike." (Same.)

***

HAVE WE DEPARTED FROM THE SUBJECT OF THE SEVEN SEALS - ???

I do not think so. The SEVEN SEALS deals with HORSES - as each SEAL is broken - the Church DETERIORATES until he who rides that HORSE - rides the HORSE OF DEATH!

***

They have taken us for a ride - on the DRUG HORSE and the WAR HORSE. As I was preparing this paper - I was loaned four tapes - "THE MASTER DRAMA OF LIFE" - by Dr. Herbert M. Shelton in his memorable lectures delivered in Danville, NY in September 1959. I am informed, that speaking of QUININE - it is estimated that QUININE killed MORE in the Far East - killed MORE AMERICANS - than did the Japanese. Or worse yet - BLIND - DEAF - TONGUE-TIED - PARALYZED. What a "WONDER DRUG" WONDER what it will do NEXT!

***

RIDING THE HORSE OF DEATH! The Leduc, Alberta, Canada Church. The OLDEST Adventist Church in Alberta if not in Canada. From which, perhaps - more MISSIONARIES and Church workers went out than perhaps any other Church in the World - of comparative size. And then to see one of those girls to go out in the Mission Field - and sent back - TONGUE-TIED mind a wreck. See her receive the "BEST" of care - sent from one Adventist hospital to the next - each doing their best to undo the DAMAGE of QUININE. Until the mercy of the funeral.

***

AND THEN TO HAVE SOME PREACHER - ignore all that, and tell
you how you are defying God — if you agree with the "TESTIMONY OF JESUS" — and "CONDEMN" the use of the poison QUININE. He is a "BELIEVER" — and you are the "UNBELIEVER!"

** **

TO BE SPECIFIC — he is a "BELIEVER" — in the OUTSIDE of the BOOKS — but he is AFRAID to look on the INSIDE — in case it might set him at variance with the HIGH-PRIEST. It is truly amazing the INFLUENCE that the HIGH-PRIEST has — far above the INFLUENCE of the Son of God Himself. The FROOMS may rant and rave and threaten and get purple in the face — but Christ came to TAKE AWAY their RIGHTS — and TRANSFER the PRIESTHOOD to Heaven.

** **

"Place your MIND and WILL where the Holy Spirit can reach them, for He will not work through another man's mind and conscience to reach yours." T7:214. FCE 307.

** **

EVERY ADVENTIST CHURCH IN THIS WORLD — has had it DEMONSTRATED before their eyes — of what NATURAL treatments can do — where DRUGS not only FAILED — but CAUSED it in the first case. "TUMORS—ULCERS—CANCERS — YEARS AFTER!" DC 65.

** **

A reporter for "SCOPE WEEKLY" largest drug publication in the World — this reporter asked WORLD LEADERS what was the ONE OUTSTANDING MAJOR HEALTH OR MEDICAL PROBLEM? 1958. NEHRU of INDIA — KITKHACHON of THAILAND — agreed with CASEY of AUSTRALIA who said: "MALARIA, it's the PLAGUE of the Far East." Printed by the UPJOHN COMPANY, Kalamazoo, MI., who gave HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY the RIGHTS to print it.

** **

So with that the Adventist QUININE IDOL like DAGAN — falls flat on its face! Two soldiers who went through Indian and Chinese jungles and never had Malaria — under investigation were found to eat nothing but Raw Foods.

** **

We are going to get off their DRUG HORSE and go on FOOT.

FOR EACH GENERATION — even for the GENERATION of the LIVING? When the 6th SEAL is OPENED? What is "COMING" on the Earth?

** **

"The 5th chapter of Revelation needs to be closely studied. It is of great importance to those WHO—SHALL—ACT—A—PART in the work Of God for these Last Days."
THE TRADEMARK CHURCH

THIS IS YOUR PINK-SLIP = your TERMINATION. (See WM167 to WM 177.)
If you are "FIRED" from a Company or Business - you have no Legal "RIGHT" to Masquerade under that "NAME" any longer. This is what this is all about.

WM 167 to WM 177 = call on God's people to INSIST on the RIGHT and the OBLIGATION to maintain that "GENERIC NAME." We do not agree! "HISTORIC ADVENTISM" = "THE ADVENT REVIEW"= AUBURN (N.Y.) September, 1850 = represented by:

HIRAM EDSON,
DAVID ARNOLD,
GEO. W. HOLT,
SAMUEL W. RHODES, and
JAMES WHITE,

were the PIONEERS and were UNANIMOUS in the "NAME" of the SEALED SAINTS = "The history and description of the 144,000 apply to those who are to be changed at the Coming of the Lord, and to no other class. FIRST, 'having his Father's NAME written in their foreheads.' Said the True Witness to the PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH, (See GC 430(268-9.) 'Him that Overcometh...I WILL WRITE UPON HIM THE NAME OF MY GOD.' Where? 'In their FOREHEADS,' just where John saw the 'FATHER'S NAME.' Now just as sure as the PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH is the TRUE CHURCH of the last days, just so sure the 144,000 are SEALED, just before the Coming of the Lord." p.56-7.

There was not a single "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST" alive on Planet Earth until the "OFFSHOOT" Laodicea was "ORGANIZED" = September, 1860 (IT 715. SDA-BC 10:931.)

"SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS."
Should we FIGHT for that "NAME" = or any Part of that "NAME"? THIS IS OUR FIRST QUESTION:

"Think ye that God will receive, honor, and acknowledge a people SO MIXED UP with the World that they differ from them only in "NAME?" Read again Titus 2:13-15. It is soon to be known WHO is on the Lord's side...TI:267.

"I saw that many would have to learn what it is to be a Christian - that it is not in "NAME"...Such religion is not worth a STRAW. Those who possess it will be weighed in the Balance and found WANTING...Their PRAYERS are an OFFENSE to Him!" TI:152-3.

-1-
"Of the one who has been working with intensity of effort to keep up a "NAME", God says, "I know thy WORKS, that thou hast a "NAME" that thou LIVEST, and art DEAD...God looks upon the "NAME" as DEAD...THERE IS NOTHING MORE DANGEROUS to a professing Christian than to have merely a "NAME"...to make SHIPWRECK of Faith...striving for a "NAME", and to do those things that God has NEVER appointed them as Ministers of the Gospel...The LORD has NO USE FOR HIM...It is a MISERABLE DELUSION to have a "NAME"...and art DEAD." B7:28-9. 1905.

"...all the DIFFERENCE between them and the World is a PROFESSION, a "NAME" only...GOD'S PEOPLE are to maintain their peculiar CHARACTER, their SEPARATION from the World." T2:193-4. 1868.

"SEPARATION FROM THE WORLD?"

OUR SECOND QUESTION IS:
The God of our Founding Fathers wanted Liberty so they framed the "CONSTITUTION" to:

"Proclaim "LIBERTY" throughout the Land"—(Leviticus 25:10) as inscribed on the LIBERTY BELL. We needed no CATHOLIC LAWYER by the "NAME" of VINCENT L. RAMIK, 7345 McEhooter Place, Annandale, VA 22003 to "PROVE" that ELLEN WHITE did not PLAGIARIZE."

WE ALSO DO NOT need this SAME CATHOLIC LAWYER to VIOLATE the purpose of the RIGHTS GUARANTEED in the "CHARTER OF RIGHTS" and the CONSTITUTION = we do not need this "STALKING-HORSE" or "HIRED GUN" to launch a ceaseless harassment, persecution and bombardment against the Members or Dissidents of ANOTHER CHURCH = our FOREFATHERS fled the SHORES of TYRANNY and we do not appreciate being FOLLOWED AFTER by this "Bounty-Hunter" with INTIMIDATION and THREATS of over $200,000.00 LAWSUITS = lose all their PROPERTY = thrown in the SLAMMER for who knows how many YEARS...waxing fat on CHurch TITHE-MONEY! Some are finally getting their eyes open to this MOST STUPID of all the STUPID MOVES made by the WILSON GANG. "It is Time, Lord = for Thee to WORK = for THEY have made VOID = THY LAW!" TM 373,21. 5T 136-7.

- 2 -
TO WIND IT UP - WE LEFT A PAGE OR TWO - TO BRING IT "UP-TO-DATE!" So I had to REREAD IT.

IN DOING THAT -

I SAW IT IS 100% RIGHT ON - with what is being taught -

TODAY - !!!

THAT WE EXPOSED IN WASHINGTON - 1974. WITH, PERHAPS - SOME CHANGES IN GRAMMAR - but in ESSENCE the VERY SAME DOGMA as the HUDSON- BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT-PESTES ("SHEPHERD'S ROD!" "DAVID KORESH!" SOPHISTRIES THAT WE OPPOSED AND EXPOSED - BACK THERE-!!!)

SO WE HAD TO CHOOSE-

SHOULD WE PUT AN "INSERT!" IN THE MIDDLE-?? NO-!!! WE WANT TO ALERT YOU TO THIS RIGHT FROM THE START-!!! SO WE ADDED THIS "COLORED SHEET!" - right first thing - under the COVER! This will give us TWO PAGES UP FRONT - as well as TWO PAGES IN THE BACK-!!! That will be much better.

THE FIRST THING-!!!

We want to tell you is - you have just gone through the "READINGS FOR THE WEEK OF PRAYER!" NOVEMBER 6-13. (1993.)

FOLKENBERG SAYS:

The whole "WEEK OF PRAYER!" was "ASSIGNED TO ME-!!!" ONCE BEFORE the whole WEEK was ASSIGNED TO "VENDEN!" SUCH A THING SHOULD "NEVER-BE-ALLOWED!"

THAT IS THE VERY THING:

(WHEN IT SUITS THEM!) that they "CONDEMNI" LOUD AND CLEAR-!!! GOING BY "ONE MAN-!!!" That is ENOUGH TO CONDEMN IT OUT OF HAND-!!! (Except it be from their "IN- FALLIBILITY!" But what followed in the case of "VENDEN!" did not give us the IMPRESSION that he was "INFALLIBLE!" NOT QUITE!)
AND IS THIS "LONE MAN!" ANY BETTER???

SOME OF THE GREATEST "BULL!" EVER FOISTED ON ANY PEOPLE!!! (BECAUSE it was him) - I read "EVERY WORD!" DID YOU???

IF YOU SAW "NOTHING WRONG!" IN THAT MALARKY (I had to go to TWO DICTIONARIES to get this RIGHT!!! M-A-L-A-R-K-Y!!!) If you can APPROVE that "ONE MAN'S MALARKY!" your case is:

"HOPELESS!"
(IF YOU DID NOT SEE:)

THE CONNIVING - LYING - DOUBLE-TALKING - PSYCHOLOGY - TWISTING - "ONE-IDEA MONOMANIASM!" It is because you are a "HIRELING PRIEST!" (EW 124.) "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" (EW 30.)

"IN COMMON!" WITH OTHER CHURCHES!!!

"AS PREDICTED!" BY ELLEN WHITE - (1884 GC 278. Your GC 445.) (PASSED BY AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION, R&H December 18, 1969.)

ONCE-UPON-A-TIME:

They would SHY CLEAR of OUR STRONGEST STATEMENTS - JUST CALL US A LOT OF NAMES!!! BUT "NICHOLS!" started a NEW TREND - he would take OUR STRONGEST STATEMENTS and DRIVE-THEM-UNDER-THE-TABLE!!! That is what this "MAN!" is trying to do here!!! But he is a POOR SECOND to "NICHOLS!"

HIS "BUG-A-BOO" IS:

"ASSURANCE!" The other "ADMINISTRATORS!" WERE NOT READY TO MAKE "FOOLS!" OF THEMSELVES - so they let him "GO TO IT"! do not think I counted all of them but I got (FORTY-ONE) - !!!

THE WAY TO DO IT -

Is to give them about TWENTY "ASSURANCES!" Then QUOTE: "SHOULD "NEVER!" be TAUGHT to SAY or to FEEL that they "ARE SAVED!" THIS-IS-MISLEADING!" COL 155.

- Page B -

(Continued on same-colored sheet at the back of this paper - 'Page C')
OF COURSE HE DID NOT ADD:

"I AM SAVED!"...THEY ARE UNPREPARED!" (SAME p.155.)

...NOR THIS:

"THOSE PROFESSED BELIEVERS who come up to "THE TIME OF TROUBLE!" UNPREPARED, will, in their DESPAIR, CONFESS THEIR SINS (The PHARISEE who has "ASSURANCE!" HAS-NO-SINS-TO-CONFESS!) CONFESS THEIR SINS BEFORE ALL IN WORDS OF BURNING ANGUISH, while the WICKED EXALT over their distress. (THE SMUGNESS ALL GONE!) THE-CASE-OF-ALL-SUCH-IS-HOPELESS!" SG 3:134.

THE MOST HOPELESS - THE MOST INCURABLE! (COL 154.)

NOR WOULD THE PHARISEE QUOTE:

"We are NEVER to REST in a SATISFIED CONDITION, and CEASE to make ADVANCEMENT, saying, "I AM SAVED!"...NO SANCTIFIED TONGUE will be found UTTERING THESE WORDS TILL CHRIST SHALL COME-!!!"...NEVER DARE TO SAY, "I AM SAVED-!!!" SM 1:314, 315. (316, 318, 320, 325, 328.)

YOU GO HIS WAY - WE WILL GO OURS-!!!

PAY HIM ALL THE TITHE YOU CAN-!!!

HIM AND HIS "ILK-!!!"

THEN TO FINISH YOU OFF - !!!

As he wants to lead you on to (END IN "TRIUMPH-!!!") Then he ignores everything else as he gives you an "AVALANCHE" of his "ASSURANCES-!!!"

"FAITH, FANATICAL FAITH-!!!

ONCE WEDDING FAST TO SOME DEAR FALSEHOOD - HUGS IT TO THE LAST-!!!" (FROM: "ROME'S CHALLENGE!")

"MANY (DUMB "ADVENTISTS!") WILL STAND (THEY SHOULD NOT SIT DOWN! THEY ARE NOT FIT TO "STAND!" BUT THEY WILL:) STAND IN OUR PULPITS with the torch of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands - KINDLED from the HELLISH TORCH OF SATAN!"... SOUND-AN-ALARM-!!!" TM 409,410.

- Page C -
WHEN WE ARE TALKING OF "SOUNDBING AN ALARM!" - we are
talking about JONES and WAGGONER. The AWAKENING came
to America with JONES and WAGGONER (and FROOM) in their
DUFFLE BAG - they were EVERYTHING.

You cannot go by JONES and WAGGONER and also with the
SOP and ELLEN WHITE - we are talking of AFTER 1888 -
JONES and WAGGONER became the WORST ENEMIES in this
world - of EGW - it took a LONG TIME to release the TRUTH of
JONES and WAGGONER - we knew it for 30 YEARS BEFORE
1960 - we did not advance it because of the MISREPRESENTA-
tIONS of the Adventist Leadership - who LIKED the PHILO-
SOphy of FROOM - RICHARDS - HEPPENSTALL - who backed
JONES and WAGGONER -

DID YOU KNOW?

that in his "LAST CONFESSIONAL!" - WAGGONER at last AD-
MITTED that he did NOT believe in the 1884 "Most Holy Place
SANCTUARY TRUTHS" - he played the hypocrite - JONES did
the same - they were largely to blame for the DEFECTON of
KELLOGG - read it in the "KELLOGG FILE"...what was their reli-
gon at that time based on - ???

It is really quite simple - they want BABYLON'S VERSION
"PENTECOSTALISM'S STRONG FORTE" - "I AM SAVED!" -
WARNINGS by EGW did not move them one BIT -

BRINSMEAD AND WRIGHT -
came with JONES and WAGGONER and their "I AM SAVED!"
firmdy in tow - they never could get enough - of that wonder-
ful stuff - so now what - ???

DOES HISTORY TEACH US NOTHING-??? NOTHING AT ALL-???

BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT-HUDSON-DURST-PESTES - and 10,000
others LOSING their WAY. - does that lend credence to JONES
and WAGGONER - or does that PROVE that EGW was RIGHT?

If we would only LOOK for it - if we would but connect the
DATES - the teachings of JONES and WAGGONER after 1888 -
1893 to be exact - JONES converted BALLINGER to "I AM
SAVED!". {To be continued in other papers}

- Page D -
And on p.152 of his book - he gives us "DOCTRINES OF DEMONS-!!!"

KNOW WHAT IT IS-???
This CLOVEN-FOOTED FAVORITE OF THE WORLD-??? "DOCTRINE OF DEMONS-!!!" is to tell you to "KEEP THE LAW-!!!" "ANY KIND OF LAW!" you have CUT OFF the "POWER OF CHRIST!" in your LIFE-!!!" p.163. "Is the FIRST and the WORST "DOCTRINE OF DEMONS-!!!" p.154. (COMPARE with RH 2:419.) Can you IMAGINE an "ADVENTIST MINISTER INSTRUCTING 20,000 ADVENTIST WORKERS and MILLIONS of people with that kind of PETIFOGGING-!!! Their MOUTHS "WILL BE CLOSED WHILE THE PLAGUES ARE FALLING ...and...SUCH FEEL THE IRON GRASP OF THIS "LAW!" TAKING HOLD OF THEM-!!!" EW 65-6.

IN "EVENTS!" IN THEIR "ORDER!"
(1) The "CHURCH!" is "ASLEEP!" Only "DREAMING!"
(2) The LORD gathers the ones the "CHURCH!" cast "OUT!"
(3) Since the "CHURCH!" is ASLEEP - HE "COMMISSIONS!" THE "OUTCASTS!" TO GIVE "THE LOUD CRY!" ISA. 11:12. RH 5:51,53,221-3,245.
(4) COL 406 (416) TWO "CHURCHES!" EYE EACH OTHER-!!! THE "OUTCASTS!" - called a "PROCESSION!" DO NOT JOIN THE "SLEEPING" CHURCH - THE "SLEEPING" CHURCH "JOIN!" THEM - a SUPERIOR PEOPLE. That's why they were "OUT!" The "WISE!" if WISE ENOUGH - "JOINED THE THRONES! "AND THE DOOR (of PROBATION!) WAS "SHUT!" COL 406.
(5) Oh! You poor HAUGHTY "LAODICEANS!" You will FIGHT THIS TO THE DEATH! Will that STOP it from HAPPENING?
(6) "Here we see that "THE CHURCH!!"..."THEY!!" SAY...HE IS TOO MERCIFUL ("UNCONDITIONAL "LOVE!") TOO MERCIFUL to visit "HIS PEOPLE!!" IN JUDGMENT! THUS "PEACE AND SAFETY!" IS THE CRY FROM...THESE DUMB DOGS THAT WOULD NOT BARK...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!" T5:211. RH 2:105.
(7) ALL CHURCH MEDIA (and REFORM!) SHOT THROUGH WITH "LOVE Slobber!!" WILL THAT KEEP IT FROM HAPPENING?
(8) MERCY does all it can to REDEEM REPENTANT MAN. But there is a LIMIT - and there is an END-!!! There WAS in the days of NOAH. There WAS in the days of SODOM and GOMORRAH.

They FULLY believed in the "LOVE!" of GOD-!!! WHAT DID THEY FAIL TO UNDERSTAND-??!! That this world is a "THEATER!" T8:27. EV. 622.
MYRIADS of INHABITANTS of the "UNIVERSE" watch and LEARN from what is happening in this FALLEN WORLD. (THE EGW BOOK:) "REFLECTING CHRIST!" p.53:5; 60:2. T8:27. BC 6:1106. The "UNIVERSE!" has been PROMISED that "SIN!" would NOT rise up the "SECOND TIME!" And there is only ONE WAY to do that -- !!

"GOD IS "LOVE!" SATAN had to find out that without GOD - THERE IS NO "LOVE!" SOP 1:29. HAL LINDSEY'S "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" is not "LOVE!". It is "INSANITY!" Satan started the IDEA of GAINING "BY FORCE!" what he wanted. PP 41. THAT PLUNGED THE UNIVERSE INTO "WAR!" SG 1:19.

It had to be "QUARANTINED!" to this PLANET - WITHOUT GOD THERE IS NO LOVE - PEACE - HAPPINESS. To put them OUT-OF-THEIR-MISERY is an ACT OF MERCY!!! PP 101.

They are NOT HAPPY!!! And no one around them is HAPPY!!! WHY SHOULD THEY LIVE-???

Suppose there is a MOTHER. She thinks her SON might do well on a PLANET with his own KIND-!!! So she is given 1,000 YEARS to look up his RECORD.

THEN - to remove any DOUBT - "THE REST of the DEAD lived not again until the 1,000 YEARS WERE FINISHED!" Rev. 20:5. WHY are they not allowed to "SLEEP-???

So that MOTHER will SEE how that Son will act for 100 YEARS-!!! ISA. 65:15:20. How will they SPEND THAT 100 YEARS-?? SAME OLD SPIRIT! PREPARE FOR WAR-!!!

Read it in 1884 GC 476. OPEN BOTH BOOKS - GC 662. READ THAT WHOLE CHAPTER-!!! JUST A FEW WORDS - but THAT MOTHER will come to God HERSELF and BEG HIM to put him OUT-OF-HIS-MISERY-!!!

SO PEACE LIKE A RIVER CAN FLOW. "WEeping may endure for a NIGHT - but JOY cometh in the MORNING-!!!" PSA. 30:5.
"As I saw THE DREADFUL FACT that God's people were CONFORMED-TO-THE-WORLD, with NO DISTINCTION, except in "NAME!" SUCH RELIGION IS NOT WORTH A STRAW!" Those who possess it will be "WEIGHED IN THE BALANCE AND FOUND WANTING!" T1:133,152. "WHAT MADNESS!" T1:407. "NO DENOMINAL "NAME!" HAS ANY VIRTUE to bring us into FAVOR WITH GOD!" RH Feb. 10, 1891.

("LET THEM KEEP THEIR LOUSY "NAME!"")
(ENTIRE BOOKS WERE WRITTEN WHERE THE "NAME!" DOES NOT APPEAR!)

"And ye shall LEAVE YOUR "NAME!" FOR A CURSE UNTO MY CHOSEN: for the LORD GOD shall SLAY THEE - and call HIS SERVANTS by another "NAME!" " ISA. 65:15.

YOU GO BY "THE BIBLE??"
YOU SHOULD READ SOME OF THE OTHER THINGS - ISAIAH JEREMIAH-EZEKIEL have to say about "THY PEOPLE IN THE "LATTER DAYS!!!" " DANIEL 10:14.

UPDATE - APRIL 13, 1994

VANCE FERRELL in WM 518 and WM 519: "THE MAINE SHORT-WAVE STATION!" "ON FEBRUARY 9–12, five "INDEPENDENT MINISTRY" Leaders were slated to BROADCAST 18 MEETINGS at San Bernardino, California. After they had all arrived, JOHN OSBORNE'S four close associates (Bob Trefz, John Grossboll, Les Balsiger, and Danny Vierra) asked JOHN (OSBORNE) to ADD them to the Board which would CONTROL the SHORT-WAVE STATION. They told him it was TOO BIG for ONE MAN to run. JOHN BECAME VERY ANGRY and said that he and his wife would retain SOLE CONTROL. This so upset his ASSOCIATES that they drew back and a SEPARATION has occurred! WM 519 (last page 8.) PILGRIM'S REST, HCR 77, BOX 38A, BEERSHEBA SPRINGS, TN 37305. U.S.A. (EW 69 applies here!)

THIS IS NOT THE HALF OF THIS RELEASE:
It appears this (A) WAS NO BARGAIN. (B) They ("CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCH") had NO RIGHT to sell it. (C) They were looking for a "SUCKER!" to take it off their hands. (D) It may NOT be tuned into a "SATELLITE!" (E) It may be OUT-OF-DATE! OBSOLETE! (F) It has only ONE ANTENNA - it should have perhaps EIGHT. (G) CHRISTIAN SCIENCE is in the middle of a BIG LAWSUIT (WM 515-7).
This "SALE!" may have been "ILLEGAL!" OSBORNE may be FORTUNATE to get the MONEY BACK! (H) That the ADVENTISTS were trying to get it may have been SHEER "PROPAGANDA!" (SUCKER BAIT!) (I) It (the station) is almost CERTAINLY the WRONG LOCATION! (J) TAKES TOO MUCH POWER. (K) OSBORNE can NEVER afford to RUN IT! (L) Going by a SAMPLE of OSBORNE PROGRAMMING (Not to SDA but to the WORLD!) He will have LIMITED RESPONSE! He will go BANKRUPT! SOON! (M) THAT MONEY could have been BETTER INVESTED - not in that "WHITE ELEPHANT!" (N) (MY OBSERVATION:) THAT "GANG OF 40!" does not have a CLUE as to what "THE LAST MESSAGE IS!" (O) It is CERTAINLY "NOT-!!!" the "URIAH SMITH!" CATERWAULING-!!! That they call "HISTORIC ADVENTISM!" (P) When all it was "PLAGIARIZED!" from "D.T. BOURDEAU!" The earliest record we have is RH BOOK ONE, p.280. AUG. 30, 1881. (Q) We go into more details elsewhere. Where we ZERO IN ON TM 112 to 118. What did "URIAH SMITH!" have that the "GANG OF 40!" think is so PRECIOUS-??? That they CANNOT DO WITHOUT-???

FINALLY - APRIL 15, 1994

There were MANY-MUCH-BETTER-WRITERS than "URIAH SMITH!" WHY DO THE ADVENTISTS SEE THAT HIS BOOKS ARE IN EVERY "LIBRARY?" "ELD. U. SMITH QUESTIONED THE PROPIETY OF BRINGING THE "TESTIMONIES!" BEFORE THE CHURCH AT ALL-!!!!And there are others - EQUALLY BLINDED, who will follow in this PATH. IN-REJECTING-THOSE-TESTIMONIES ELD. SMITH, YOU HAVE VIRTUALLY REJECTED-ALL-THE-TESTIMONIES-!!!" (To B.C.C., 1882.) "ARE S.D.A. DOING GOD'S WILL?" 92 pages from: "A. VERNE BATES," 890 HITCHING POST ROAD, GRANTS PASS, OR 97526. ($5.00 U.S.) MAGEN 40. SM 1:48. SM 2:78

WHAT MADE "KD&À" SO POPULAR -

The whole "CONGREGATION!" were ready to give their "LIFE!" for them - ??? Because they gave them "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" ("I AM SAVED!") The "LOVE OF GOD IS UNCONDITIONAL!" (If you can find the kind that will dish that out-to-them-!!!) THAT WAS "URIAH SMITH!" vs "ELLEN WHITE!"

TO THIS DAY-!!! "BY THEIR FRUITS YE SHALL KNOW THEM-!!!" IF THEY BELIEVED ELLEN WHITE - BEFORE "THE LOUD CRY!" THEY WOULD: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM-!!!" "COME OUT OF HER - MY PEOPLE!"
SIPHONING-THE-MONEY OFF like a LEECH to HARASS - to "FINISH OFF" God's Remnant people that are trying to "FINISH THE WORK." The WILSON GANG is doing EVERYTHING ELSE but "FINISHING" the Work.

WILSON-RAMIK should be FORCED to SIGN a Release that they will "Cease and Desist" from pursuing this CATHO-ADVOC-JUNTO repeating of DARK AGES persecution and Inquisition. "IMPEACH" THEM!
WE DO NOT AGREE to Fight for a Vain "NAME:" If the FRUIT is WORTHLESS, the "NAME" cannot save the TREE from DESTRUCTION... PROFESSION ("FAITH ALONE!") was WORTHLESS. If their LIFE and CHARACTER were not in Harmony with God's LAW, they were NOT His people." DA 107.

"We will NOT be saved as a SECT, NO DENOMINATIONAL "NAME" has any virtue to bring us into favor with God!" BRISBIN 87. RH Feb.10,1891."...the Lord God shall SLAY thee, and call His SERVANTS by ANOTHER "NAME!" Isa.65:15. "THESE DUMB DOGS...all perish TOGETHER!" 5T 211. 8T 250.
BUT IF a COUNTER-LAW-SUIT is launched:

A - that "THEY" are IMPOSTERS - and have NO RIGHT - to the "NAME!"
B - that they do not go by the CHARTER - by which this Church was ORGANIZED.
C - they are NOT Bona-Fide "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" and have NO RIGHT to the "NAME!"
D - they should be SUED for USING IT! They should be CAST OUT of CHURCH and OFFICE.
E - they should be SUED for:
1-DAMAGES for DEFAMATION of CHARACTER.
2-DAMAGES for threatened ILLICIT ARREST.
3-DAMAGES for HARASSMENT and ILLEGAL COLLUSION.
4-The PERPETRATORS of this CRIME should be held PERSONALLY RESPONSIBLE.
5-as they TRIED to do to OTHERS - they should LOSE their PROPERTY and ASSETS.
6-they should be Painted like the SCUM that they are. Ezekiel 24:6,12,21.
7-ESPECIALLY THEIR LAWYERS OF ANOTHER CHURCH who have NOT THE SLIGHTEST RIGHT to MEDDLE and become INVOLVED in a PRIVATE MATTER. NO BUSINESS of their own.

F = (THE SIGN OF A TRUE PROPHET = WHAT DID SHE PREDICT?) "I saw men linking up arm in arm with LAWYERS, but GOD was NOT in their COMPANY..."...ye go to inquire of BAAL-ZEBUB the god of EKRON?" 2 Kings 1:3. 8T 69.SM 2:153. IT 212-3 MH 197.

G = "...the Lord God shall SLAY thee, and call His SERVANTS by ANOTHER NAME!" Isa.65:15. "THESE DUMB DOGS...all perish TOGETHER!"
5T 211. 8T 250.

H = FINALLY, the PROPHET was so CORRECT that she saw:
"THE CHURCH appeals to the strong arm of CIVIL POWER, and in this work, PAPISTS are SOLICITED (by ADVENTIST SOLICITORS!"
NEVER SEEN BEFORE 1987! See how important it is to LEAVE-THE-BOOKS-ALONE! THIS LIFTED OUT OF YOUR GC 607.) PAPISTS are SOLICITED to come to the HELP of PROTESTANTS."
(THE FLUX) 1884 GC 425.

I = "I saw the nominal CHURCH and nominal ADVENTISTS, like JUDAS, would betray us to the CATHOLICS..." Magen and Spaulding p.12.

J = "They are following in the Track of ROMANISM!"
TM 362.

K = "...and have UNITED with the PAPACY."
BC 4:168-9. (Read on!)

THIS IS "NO NAME" PRINTING. XEROX this and send out HUNDREDS! Do it NOW!
USE TITHE FOR GOD'S WORK. Show them ALL their ABOMINATIONS! 3T 267.
THERE ARE SOME WHO ARE DECEIVED. THEY do not realize what is COMING on Earth..."And I beheld when he had opened the 6th SEAL...In these Scriptures TWO PARTIES are brought to view. One party permitted themselves to be DECEIVED and TOOK SIDES with those (PORK PRIEST GRAHAM AND DANTE'S INFERNO HELL POPE – the 3-fold UNION of KEY '73.)

** ** **

"...and TOOK SIDES with those with whom the Lord has a CON- TROVERSY. THEY misinterpreted the MESSAGES sent them and clothed themselves in robes of SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS. Sin was not sinful in their eyes. (Cannot keep the LAW anyway!) They taught FALSEHOOD as Truth, and by them many souls were led astray...HOW MANY are STUDYING...? HOW MANY are DECEIVING...? Let us REPENT and be CONVERTED... for in such an hour as ye think not – the Son of Man cometh." T9:267-9. 1909.

** ** **


January 23, 1908.

"And the Dragon was wroth with the woman, and went to make WAR with the REMNANT of her seed, which KEEP the Com- mandments of God, and HAVE the Testimony of Jesus Christ." IN THE NEAR FUTURE we shall see these words fulfilled as the PROTESTANT Churches UNITE with the World and with the PAPAL POWER against Commandment Keepers...

** ** **

"Satan will excite indignation against the HUMBLE MINORITY who conscientiously REFUSE to (keep X-Mass and Easter) REF- USE to accept popular CUSTOMS and (TALMUD) TRADITIONS. Men of POSITION and REPUTATION will JOIN (GC 608) JOIN with the LAWLESS and the VILE to take counsel against the people of God. WEALTH GENIUS EDUCATION – will COMBINE to cover them with CONTEMPT. Persecuting RULERS MINIS- TERS CHURCH MEMBERS will CONSPIRE against them. With VOICE PEN BOASTS THREATS RIDICULE – they will seek to overthrow their Faith. By FALSE REPRESENTATIONS and AN- GRY APPEALS they will stir up the passions of the people...ON THIS BATTLEFIELD comes the Last Great Conflict...

** ** **

"When PROTESTANTISM shall stretch her hand across the gulf to grasp the hand of the ROMAN POWER, when she shall reach over the abyss to clasp hands with SPIRITUALISM, when, under the influence of this THREEFOLD union – OUR COUNTRY shall repudiate every principle of its constitution as a PROTESTANT and REPUBLICAN GOVERNMENT,
and shall make provision for the propagation of PAPAL FALSE-
HOODS and DELUSIONS,

***

"THEN we may KNOW that the time has come for the mar-
velous working of Satan and that the End is near...and that the
Angel of Mercy is about to take her flight – never to return...

***

"THE MARK OF DELIVERANCE will be set upon the men who
KEEP God's COMMANDMENTS, who revere His LAW...God means
that TESTING TRUTH shall be brought to the front...Every CON-
TROVERSY, every REPROACH, every SLANDER, will be God's
means of provoking INQUIRY and AWAKENING MINDS that
otherwise would SLUMBER...We must SLEEP NO LONGER on
Satan's enchanted ground...THE LAST WARNING is to be pro-
claimed "before many peoples, and nations, and tongues, and
kings;" and the promise is given, "Lo, I am with you always,
even unto the END of the World." T5:449-454. ("THE COMING
CRISIS.")

***

The 5th SEAL. And in the middle of that – on p.451 was: "How
long, O Lord, holy and true, dost Thou not judge and avenge
our BLOOD on them that dwell on the Earth?" T5:451. RH 5:
390. And that was Rev. 6:10 – the 5th SEAL.

***

EVEN THE ADVENTISTS ADMIT – that the SEALING of the
144,000 takes place under the 6th SEAL. But they are skittish
about: "The Father's name written in their foreheads." Un-
willing to ACKNOWLEDGE that this is the OPEN DOOR PHILA-
DELPHIAN CHURCH – Rev. 3:12 – for ONCE they would ADMIT
THAT! They would have to throw out all URIAH SMITH BOOKS
"BIBLE READINGS" and all the VOP COURSES. BC 10:1163.

***

"WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK" p.28. GC 431. EW 45,251.

SHUT DOOR #1: "There was a SHUT DOOR in Noah's day."
SHUT DOOR #2: "...in the Days of Abraham." (Lot.)
SHUT DOOR #3: "There was a SHUT DOOR in Christ's day."
SHUT DOOR #4: "There was a SHUT DOOR in 1844."
SHUT DOOR #5: "The DOOR is CLOSED" – on Adventists.
T9:97.

SHUT DOOR #6: "Probation is ENDED!" GC 428,490,613.

***

THERE IS NO QUESTION – SEAL #1 was opened in 1844.
THERE IS NO QUESTION – SEAL #7 – Christ comes. Rev. 8:1.
"And when he had opened the 7th SEAL – there was SILENCE in
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Heaven about the space of half an Hour.” Rev. 8:1. [A new MESSAGE with each SHUT DOOR!]

“There always has been, and always will be a TRUTH specially applicable to EACH generation.” RH 2:55. June 29, 1886.

***

“If we, like CHORAZIN and BETHSAIDA, are exalted to Heaven in point of privilege and are not responding to the LIGHT...He will come in JUDGMENTS for impenitence of His Churches, and let DARKNESS take its place.” RH 2:143. June 7, 1887.

***

“The laborers for God must be WISE enough to see the design of the enemy, and to refuse to be MISLED and DIVERTED.” RH 2:245. Sept. 11, 1888.

***

“Notwithstanding all the PROFESSION of lip and voice, if the CHARACTER is not in harmony with the LAW of God, those making PROFESSION of godliness bear EVIL FRUIT...

***

“The MISCHIEF done by the PROFESSED "believers" in God who are not DOERS of the Word, cannot be estimated...Complete OBEDIENCE is the only CONDITION that meets the requirement of the LAW...By lips that never lie - the OBEDIENT are BLESSED...There are only two classes in the World today, and only two classes will be recognized in the JUDGMENT, - those who violate God's LAW, and those who KEEP His LAW. TWO GREAT OPPOSING POWERS are revealed in the LAST GREAT BATTLE. On one side stands the CREATOR of Heaven and Earth. All on His side bear His signet. They are OBEDIENT to His COMMANDS. On the other side stands the Prince of DARKNESS, with those who have chosen APOSTASY and REBELLION..."It is time for Thee, Lord, to work...for THEY have made VOID thy LAW." RH 4:293. May 7, 1901.

***

1980 BRINSMEAD-PAXTON: "Let none sit down at their ease and say, Christ has DONE ALL that is necessary. Surely it were better that Christ's sacrifice had never been made, than that is should be made to minister to SIN. It is this kind of religion that makes the Cross of Christ of no effect...This fallen World is in strange hands. Men rule for HIRE, and preach for HIRE...if Christ should walk through the streets of our cities today, FEW would have interest enough to follow Him...The Lord is still calling those who are apparently BLIND.” RH 4:211.

***

Obedience is the Very best Way to Show that I believe. Surrendering - MY Worldy 30 - diet, dress, entertainment, Music & lifestyle to God's Narrow Path! Out of LOVE to God, His law!
“Their disobedience is great, and well may the prayer go forth from unfeigned lips, "It is time for Thee, Lord, to work: for they have made void Thy Law." The BOUNDARY LINE will soon come, "and then God will interfere. When mercy's limits are passed, God will WORK and show that He is God." RH 4:210.

***

A CLOSED DOOR - AND NO ARMAGEDDON IN SIGHT:

"The great crisis...the time of their visitation...The time of God's destructive judgments is the time of mercy for those who have had no opportunity (many children) to learn what is Truth. TENDERLY will the Lord look upon them. His heart of mercy is touched; His hand is still stretched out to save, while the door is closed to those who would not enter." T9:97.

***

"The King sent his messengers first to those who were called His chosen people. But these, wholly intent on securing worldly gain, sent in their refusal, saying, "I pray thee, have me excused."

When the class that were first called - refused the invitation, the King sent His messengers into the highways, where were found those not so deeply absorbed in the work of buying and selling, planting and building...Those first called, who refused the invitation, represent God's chosen people...were sent to another class...Those who make no change in character...have not on the wedding garment." RH 4:180. May 8, 1900.

***

"Unless the soul temple is cleansed from its defilement, unless there is purity of heart, unless earnest efforts are made to meet the standard of God's Word, they will never be fitted to be the companions of the pure and holy; they will never wear the white linen which is the righteousness of the Saints.

***

"There will always be in positions of trust - men who have never overcome self, professors who flatter the pleasure lover, and court his approval by uniting with him. They determine not to obey the call to come out and be separate, and as a consequence, iniquity abounds. Anything is more acceptable to them than the putting away of the evil thing. They profess to believe the Word of God, but they do it not...the World's customs and practices have a controlling power over their lives...A tissue of lies is placed where Truth, and truth alone, should be. The Word of God is a dead letter to them...come out from among them, and be ye separate."
Will we hear the Voice of God and **obeY** or will we make half-way work of the matter and **TRY** to serve God and mammon?...We are to **sEPARATE** from the World in spirit and practice if we would **BECOME** Sons and Daughters of God..." Come out from among them, and be ye **SEPARATE!** RH 4:121. Nov. 28, 1899.

**IS LAODICEA IN MIDNIGHT DARKNESS - OR NOT - ???**

"There are only **two parties in our World, those who are** LOYAL to God, and those who stand under the banner of the Prince of **DARKNESS**." BC 7:982. (MS 172, 1899.)

***

**WHY WORRY ABOUT ARMAGEDDON WAY OFF IN THE 6TH PLAGUE?** AFTER PROBATION HAS CLOSED SIX PLAGUES BEFORE! WORRY ABOUT THIS: "At this time the LAODICEAN MESSAGE is to be given, to **ARouse** a **SLumbering Church.**" SM 1:196.

***

**NOTHING CHANGES AT ARMAGEDDON - LET THE CHANGE BE NOW - AND THEN WE HAVE NOTHING TO FEAR: "We shall meet with those who have so **PERVERTED** the conscience that they are unable to discern the precious truth of God's Word. Then let all be **CAREFUL** with whom they **CONNECT**, BEWARE, lest, by connecting with them, you lose your connection with God. "Give not that which is holy unto the dogs, neither cast ye your pearls before swine."

***

**WE HAVE BEEN MAJORING** - on what is "**COMING**" on the Earth. EVENTS - and in their order. (In retrospect:)

(10) We know that Christ comes. But we also know - that changes **NOTHING**. The die was cast long before.

(9) We also know there will be an **ARMAGEDDON** - and without debating what **ARMAGEDDON** is - it also is TOO LATE.

(8) Because **BEFORE ARMAGEDDON** we have five other PLAGUES - and all those PLAGUES come, every one of them - on account of refusal to **SEPARATE** from the GREAT WHORE.

(7) Therefore the "**LOUD CRY**" and what it is or means - is far more important than harping on **ARMAGEDDON**.

(6) But for our people - even the **LOUD CRY** means **NOTHING**. Before the **LOUD CRY** is the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to (not FROM!) the Laodiceans. "Upon which the **DESTINY** of the Church **HANGS**!" T1:181. EW 270. The "**DESTINY**" of the Church **DOES NOT "HANG**" on any URIAH SMITH or FROOM, or RICHARDS, or GROTHEER'S "ARMAGEDDON!"
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(5) The Straight Testimony to the Laodiceans is also the MID-NIGHT CRY. "At this time the LAODICEAN MESSAGE is to be given (future tense) to be given - to ARouse a SLUMBERING CHURCH." SM 1:196. B3:15. RH 3:239; 4:467.

(4) So therefore - in the sequence of EVENTS and in their order - BEFORE the LAODICEAN MESSAGE can be given - there had to be a total eclipse of DARKNESS! COL 414.

(3) So what brings all this on? "When the SHAKING comes - by the introduction of FALSE THEORIES!" TM 112. The "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the Laodiceans" - does not START it! It was STARTED before. By what? By the O-MEGA of APOSTASY - which is to be MET - "...the Living Waters from God - FROZEN into a CONFEDERACY OF EVIL with BILLY GRAHAM and PAXTON and HEPPENSTALL and FORD and HUDSON - "I had my orders..."MEET IT!" SM 1:206.

(2) Meet what? "Boldly will men of God's appointment DENOUNCE the (KEY '73) UNION OF THE CHURCH with THE WORLD." PK 187. RH 6:34. Nov. 20, 1913. (Now read this IN ORDER to see what comes FIRST! (ARMAGEDDON?) What stupidity! ARMAGEDDON is nothing more than the "VOICE OF GOD" hour. When the World is UNITED - Rev. 17:13; 18:3,9-11,15,19,23. HORSES and CHARIOTS and SLAVES. Rev. 18:13. All hell-bound together on the Devil's train. "It seemed the WHOLE WORLD was on board, there could not be one left." EW 88,263. A CONFEDERACY OF EVIL - united on the train of "UNIVERSAL LOVE!" GC 554,558.

(1) And what is the FIRST THING - before we can see any of the above? The FIRST STEP is "HEALTH REFORM" so the UNDERSTANDING can be ELECTRIFIED by the power of the Holy Spirit. Some of these Adventist preachers with their pockets full of the "ASPI" in "ASPIRIN!" - will have to empty their pockets just like the SMOKER - before they can UNDERSTAND! And if we want DANIEL with the REVELATION - "Many shall be PURIFIED, and made WHITE, and TRIED: but the WICKED shall DO wickedly: and NONE of the WICKED shall UNDERSTAND; but the WISE (VIRGINS) SHALL UNDERSTAND." Daniel 12:10. (They will UNDERSTAND: "Go ye OUT to meet Him!")

"WHAT'S THE USE OF LIVING IF YOU DON'T KNOW WHAT TO LIVE BY - ???"
(Mark Twain?)
"Men of CLEAR UNDERSTANDING are needed now...to lead out in a work of thorough REFORMATION." TM 514. RH 6:332.

AND WHAT CAN THE POOR DRUGGING LAODICEAN DO - ???

Does he FORM the LINE - or is the best that the WISEST of them can do is: "JOIN THE PROCESSION!" (JOIN ANOTHER MOVEMENT! THE "MOVEMENT" that shall "COME!" GC 464.) "(THE WISE) JOINED the throng...and the door was SHUT." COL 405-6. (Praise God He held the door open just long enough for this.)

***

"There seemed to be a GREAT MOVEMENT - a work of revival - going forward in many places. OUR PEOPLE WERE MOVING INTO LINE!" TM 515. (They did not FORM the LINE!)

BUT THERE IS A PEOPLE: "Satan has laid everything possible that nothing shall come among us as a people to REPROVE and REBUKE us, and exhort us to put away our errors. BUT-THERE IS-A-PEOPLE who will bear the Ark of God...THEY will lift up their voice...like a trumpet...THEY will show the people their transgressions, and the house of Jacob their sins...

***

"The conflict is to wax fiercer and fiercer. Satan will take the field and PERSONATE CHRIST...the crop of wheat became LESS and LESS." TM 411.

***

Many will wonder why we put that LAST PART in there? Because we do not want SUGAR and SPICE and everything NICE - lest we be BURIED in an avalanche that may leave us "PERHAPS SEPARATELY and ALONE!" T5:63. Like Elijah, we could easily give way to DESPONDENCY - far better to determine to go to the Kingdom - if we have to go ALONE. "We must learn to stand ALONE...the SOONER we learn this - the BETTER!" EW 105,120. RH Dec. 18, 1888. PUR 203. 1905.

A WARNING TO ADVENTIST MINISTERS:

"The INDIFFERENCE which has existed among our Ministers in regard to HEALTH REFORM and medical missionary work is surprising. SOME who do not PROFESS to be Christians treat these matters with greater reverence than do some of our own people, and unless we ARGUE - they will go IN-ADVANCE OF US." TM 417. (See what was LEFT OUT of that Testimony - part of which is: "Why, I inquire - are some of our Ministerial Brethren - SO-FAR-BEHIND?" RH 4:372. Jan. 14, 1902.)
Perhaps the Adventist Ministers may wake up some morning -
to find themselves with some Reform Ministers in EW 282, GC
656. I think of this EVERY DAY.

** * **

ABOUT ARMAGEDDON - If this is between East and West - or
between contending NATIONS - It would be just another WAR -
between EVIL and EVIL - is that not so - ??? With that in
mind - what does the following mean:

** * **

"A terrible conflict is before us. We are nearing the battle of
the Great Day of God Almighty. That which has been HELD IN
CONTROL (For the SEALING in the MHP. EW 38,58) is to be let
loose. The Angel of Mercy is folding her wings, preparing to
step down from the throne, and leave the World to the control
of Satan...and soon, very soon, will be fought the LAST GREAT
BATTLE BETWEEN...GOOD and EVIL...

Now you think about that one. What will be "GOOD" about
any "NATION" after the Most Holy Place Sanctuary is forever
CLOSED? Mercy has fled - never to return. What WAR or
BATTLE could be between NATIONS ANYWAY - when they are
CRIPPLED with DEAD BODIES AROUND THIS WORLD! WHOLE
CITIES WITHOUT INHABITANTS - except transient MOBS. EW
56.

WHERE WILL THE "GOOD" PEOPLE BE THEN-??? In the ARMY?
George McReady Price was RIGHT - on one side NONE will die
- on the other side NONE will remain ALIVE! That LATEST
young Adventist Ministerial Graduates have come up with the
BEST THEORIES YET - copied from THAYER. But it seems
NOT-ONE-OF-THEM seems to know the "LAST BATTLE" is at
the "VOICE OF GOD." Just say that word - and everything
falls in place. It is EW 282. GC 656. The PREACHERS will be
in the LEAD. And that is why some will not die - they are
being RESERVED for a very special occasion, to see the result
of their preaching. "Their suffering was tenfold GREATER
than that of their people." EW 282. ST 1:116.

** * **

REMEMBER ONE THING - OUR TEXT SAYS - it is the "FINAL"
showdown. What "BATTLE" comes after this one-???

** * **

"...THE LAST GREAT BATTLE between GOOD and EVIL. The
EARTH is to be the BATTLEFIELD - the scene of the FINAL con-
test and the FINAL victory." RH 4:410. May 13, 1902. Also
quoted in "MY LIFE TODAY." p.308.


PUZZLE THIS ONE CAREFULLY: "Lord, how long?"...the CRISIS is now upon us. The BATTLE is to be waged between the Christianity of the Bible and the Christianity of HUMAN TRADITION. RH 2:275. Jan. 1, 1889.

"When the 5th SEAL was opened, John the Revelator in vision saw beneath the altar the company that were slain for the Word of God and the Testimony of Jesus Christ. AFTER THIS COMES the scenes described in the 18th chapter of Revelation, when those who are FAITHFUL and true are called OUT of BABYLON." (The LOUD CRY – the SEALING.) (Last five words added.) Quoted in CMS 39, 1906.

In Rev. 6:12 – the opening of the 6th SEAL – if that is not ARMAGEDDON what is it? THAT GREAT EARTHQUAKE is AT THE VOICE OF GOD! Uriah Smith tried to slip in his CATHOLIC CARDINAL GIBBONS wherever he could. GC 37. "SIGNS" in the sun – moon – stars. No such RUBBISH in the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 38. See there what the "SIGNS" are. WHAT-THE-CHURCH-WILL-BE-PREACHING!

It took many a year to see through this. The Adventist always talking about when the "NATIONS!" are saying "PEACE and SAFETY!" – that sudden destruction comes. But one day I read:

"This is no time for the MESSENGERS of God to stop to prop up those who know the truth...Let them GO ON to lift the standard and give the warning, "Behold, the Bridegroom cometh; go ye OUT to meet Him." Many who hear the MESSAGE – by far the greatest number – will not credit the SOLEMN WARNING...The Lord’s servants will be called ENTHUSIASTS. MINISTERS will WARN the people not to listen to them. Noah received the same treatment...

"COME WHEN IT MAY, the Advent of Christ will surprise the FALSE TEACHERS who are saying, "PEACE and SAFETY!"
"Here we see that THE CHURCH...was the FIRST to feel the stroke of the WRATH of God. The ancient men...THEY SAY... (The Lord does not destroy! From coast to coast in 1979 by MAXWELL of LLU - MIKE CLUTE - FRED WRIGHT and others who go by WAGGONER and the JEWISH TALMUD. "EVERYMAN'S TALMUD" p.54,56,57,74. "SATAN the Jester Hara and the Angel of Death are all one (B.B.16a)." p.54.)

"These words strengthen their UNBELIEF, and they say...He is TOO MERCIFUL to visit His people in JUDGMENT. Thus "PEACE and SAFETY" is the cry from...THOSE DUMB DOGS that would not bark...all perish together." T5:211.

"Come when it may, the Advent of Christ will surprise the FALSE TEACHERS who are saying, "PEACE and SAFETY." "All things continue as they were from the beginning." Thus saith the Word of Inspiration, "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon THEM." TM 233. 1895.

***

We will let the URIAH SMITHS and the HUMS point to the "NATIONS" saying, "PEACE and SAFETY" - we will believe it is "THE FALSE WATCHMEN are raising the cry, "All is well"..."THE DEATHLIKE SLUMBER...While the WATCHMEN cry, "PEACE and SAFETY" "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon THEM" "and THEY shall not escape..." FCE 335. 1895. See also 354,356. DA 635. TM 407. "PEACE and SAFETY!! - DUMB DOGS!!!

***

IF ARMAGEDDON - is what GROTHEER-RICHARDS-DANIELLS-URIAH SMITH say it is - EAST against WEST or a WAR of NATIONS - then there would be three classes!

(1) EVIL NATION against EVIL NATION - that makes:
(2) TWO CLASSES! ONE against the OTHER.
(3) And the Saints would be Class #3.

***

But on p.27 we saw: "There are only TWO CLASSES...only TWO CLASSES will be recognized in the JUDGMENT, - those who violate God's LAW, and those who KEEP His LAW. TWO GREAT OPPOSING CLASSES (POWERS) are revealed in the Last Great BATTLE (Will GOD be on the SIDE of any ARMY after all probation is closed? Yet it reads:)

"ON ONE SIDE stands the CREATOR of Heaven and Earth. ALL ON HIS SIDE bear His SIGNET. They are OBEDIENT to His COMMANDS. ON THE OTHER SIDE stands the Prince of DARKNESS."
with those who have chosen APOSTASY and REBELLION...(Find them on TM 16 - NOT in the text that Minister reads: TM 15.)

Now when you hear some one railing against OBEEDIENCE - WORKS - the "CURSE" of the LAW! or HUDSON and LITTLERELL railing at "MORAL BEHAVIORISM" - you KNOW - you do not GUESS! You are looking the Devil square in the face! You are "IMPUIGNING" NOTHING! You are not GUESSING! You KNOW which CLASS they belong to according to the above DEFINITION. When ONE-WORLDER self-confessed "ECUMENIST" LITTLERELL tries to tie SABBATARIANS hand-and-foot over to UNION with HELL and PORK and BAAL-PRIESTS -

AND DARES TO WRITE in the "SABBATH SENTINEL" - "THE DANGER OF LEGALISM: "THE FATAL DISEASE...that KILLS the TRUE SPIRIT...LEGALISM always insists on the LETTER OF THE LAW...which becomes COLD - ...and often CRUEL...The LEGALIST is OBSESSED with the visible forms of RIGHTOUSNESS...RIGHT LIVING stresses observable BEHAVIORISM...Jesus taught that CONFORMITY TO LAW counts for little...(I do wonder where?)...A modern day PHARISEEISM exists when certain SABBATARIANS deny fellowship to others...on the basis of which day a person observes as the "LORD'S DAY." Much wrathful indignation has been derived through the years over such a PET PEEVE...The Holy Spirit can hardly be responsible for a person's being SO BORING with his long list of...the visible form of RIGHTOUSNESS...specializing in enlarging their already lengthy lists of "DOs and DON'Ts..." that they are OBNOXIOUS...get an INFLATED OPINION of themselves on the basis of their MORAL and SOCIAL BEHAVIOR...THE BIBLE indicates that God is not all that impressed. Unless I misinterpret the Scriptures, the only thing that is required for RIGHTOUSNESS under the New Covenant is FAITH in the shed BLOOD of Jesus.

(PUZZLE THIS CONUNDRUM!) "The Messiah always produces good BEHAVIOR in mankind, but good BEHAVIOR does not produce Jesus in man...LEGALISM is "AGAINST" instead of "FOR." Why can't we be "FOR" the birth of Christ instead of "AGAINST" Christmas; "FOR" the Resurrection of Christ instead of "AGAINST" Easter; "FOR" the Sabbath instead of "AGAINST" Sunday. Getting the Sabbath message to the World will be continually hindered until LEGALISTS STOP LOOKING DOWN THEIR SPIRITUAL NOSES at those Christians(?) who haven't quite come up the level of spiritual development and doctrinal
maturity that CERTAIN SABBATARIAN LEADERS PROPOUNDED start being a holy people on the basis of the Lord Jesus Christ and NOT-ON-THE-LAW! (EMPHASIS ADDED - DO NOT QUOTE. SEE ORIGINAL.) SABBATH SENTINEL - President LITTRELL p.9, 10. September 1979. (50c).

***

THIS IS ABOUT AS DOUBLE-MINDED as the EIGHT "LAY WORKER" articles by HUDSON - WINTER 1976-1977 to FALL 1978 in which HUDSON also RAILS at "MORAL BEHAVIORISM" - 24 TIMES!

***

OR IF YOU WANT TO TUNE IN on a real "GENERATION OF VIPERS!" - get as many tapes as you want for $1.00 each - "VERDICT PUBLICATIONS" P.O. Box 1311, Fallbrook, CA 92028.


THE ONE-WORLDERS ARE CLOSING IN FOR THE KILL - do not (REPEAT!) - DO NOT hand one of these FORD TAPES to any-one without a SOUND WARNING! Or another tape with it to COUNTER the slithering of this LATTER-DAY REPTILE - who, if you listen carefully - this rapid-fire chipmunk will tell you whatever he tells you is BACKED by the BIG MAJORITY of the CHURCH LEADERS!

TO COMPLETE THE QUOTE FROM p.27: "There are only TWO CLASSES...TWO OPPOSING POWERS are revealed in the LAST Great BATTLE. On one side stands the CREATOR of Heaven and Earth. All on His side bear His SIGNET: They are OBEDIENT to His COMMANDS. On the other side stands the Prince of DARKNESS with those who have chosen APOSTASY and REBELLION...It is time for Thee, Lord, to work...for THEY have made void Thy LAW." RH 4:293. May 7, 1901.

***

WE ARE GLAD TO REPORT - the Sabbath Sentinel people are NOT as DUMB and TONGUE-TIED as the Adventists that put up with these FORDS-HEPPENSTALLS-HUDSONS-RUES-BRINS-MEADS - that RAIL at the "CURSE" of "LAW!" and "WORKS!" and at "MORAL BEHAVIORISM!" - but they BOOED this LITTRELL OUT on his ear! In the vote taken end of 1979. He is OUT!
CONGRATULATIONS to the SABBATH SENTINEL PEOPLE! He probably knew he was on his way OUT! and gave this PARTING SHOT to please his Lords and Masters in the WORLD COUNCIL of ONE-WORLDER TALMUDISTS. But what are we going to do about HUDSON and FORD and HEPPENSTALL? The Lord comes with His "REWARD" with Him as every man's "WORKS" shall be! He who comes preaching any other doctrine than this - "LET HIM BE ACCURSED!" PAUL in Galatians 1:9.

"...for it is written, CURSED is every one that continueth not in all things which are written in the Book of the LAW to DO them!" Galatians 3:10.

"For as many as have SINNED without LAW - shall also PERISH without LAW!" Romans 2:12.

"For not the HEARERS of the LAW are JUST before God, but the DOERS of the LAW." Romans 2:12.

ARMAGEDDON SURPRISE - !!!

In between sending out the #467, December 1, 1979 NEWSLETTER - staking mining claims - in a rest period I happened to read a Columbia Union "VISITOR" sent in by Sr. Lewis - Vol. 75, No. 21, October 15, 1970.

* * *

SURPRISE! Thank you, Canada! "ARMAGEDDON" article by LYNDON DeWITT, Evangelist, Newfoundland Conference. This is 100% RIGHT ON! Only one word missing. That "ARMAGEDDON" and the "VOICE OF GOD HOUR" is ONE and the SAME thing. Otherwise these young Ministers - going by THAYER and forgetting everything they ever learned from the HUMS or the URIAH SMITHS - have more sense in their right hind foot - that URIAH SMITH ever had in his head. This is "GOD'S LAST WARNING MESSAGE!" - Part IX.

LYNDON DeWITT (ARMAGEDDON):

"SPIRITISM, ROMANISM, and FALSE PROTESTANTISM join hands in plotting to ERADICATE those who faithfully obey God's commandments. "Between the LAWS of MEN (LEGALISM!) and the
PRECEPTS of JEHovah will come the Last Great Conflict of
the controversy between (NATIONS?) TRUTH and ERROR.” PK
625. "...the SABBATH question is to be the issue in the Great
Final Conflict in which all the World will act a part." T6:352.
"THE BATTLE OF ARMAGEDDON is soon to be fought. He on
whose vesture is written the name, KING of KINGS, and LORD
of LORDS, is soon to lead forth the ARMIES (OF THE NA-
TIONS?) the ARMIES of HEAVEN.” T6:406.

***

"TWO OPPOSING POWERS are revealed in the LAST GREAT
BATTLE..." RH May 7, 1901. "...THE ISSUES in this Last Great
Battle...The attempt of the WICKED ONE to DESTROY the Com-
mandment-keepers... (Yes! Dead on! The "DEATH DECREE
HOUR!")

***

"It was this rebellion that brought forth the attempt to DE-
STROY ISRAEL as they stood before the RED SEA, surrounded,
with no apparent way of escape...enacted again at the time of
GIDEON...DAVID had a part in this conflict when he was
delivered from an attack by the PHILISTINES.

***

"NOW, ONCE AGAIN, in the last act of the earthly drama, it is
Satan’s determined purpose to DESTROY the people of God.
And he will continue the same battle 1,000 years later, as he
and his hosts surround the Holy City."

***

"Let us notice the symbolism of the SIXTH PLAGUE...With
shouts of triumph, jeering, and imprecation, THRONGS of EVIL
MEN are about to rush upon their prey, when, lo, a dense
DARKNESS, deeper than the DARKNESS of the night, falls upon
the Earth. Then a RAINBOW, shining with the GLORY from the
Throne of God, spans the Heavens and seems to circle each
praying company, THE ANGRY MULTITUDES (Yes! They did win
the MULTITUDES!) are suddenly arrested. Their mocking cries
die away. The objects of their murderous RAGE are forgotten
...IT IS AT MIDNIGHT..." GC 635-6.

Ah! Yes! Sweet melody! Talk about winning an 'Oscar Award.'
This is the "VOICE OF GOD HOUR." This is "ARMAGEDDON!"
Some of the young Ministers - having shaken loose from the
old fossils - now recognize this glorious truth. NO WAR BE-
TWEEN NATIONS! But a war between "DENOMINATIONS!" The
WRONG DENOMINATIONS call on the "NATIONS" to back them
up! And this is what it takes - the UNION of CHURCH and
STATE - to make up the COMPOSITE - the AMALGAM - known
as "BABYLON!"
LYNDON DeWITT - CANADIAN EVANGELIST:

"The enemy is routed, thrown into confusion, and God's faithful ones are delivered. The weapons that had been prepared to destroy God's people are used in the destruction of one another..."But PROVIDENCE has a part to act in the Battle of Armageddon. When the Earth is LIGHTED with the GLORY of the Angel of Revelation 18, the good and evil, will WAKE from SLUMBER, and the ARMIES of the LIVING GOD will take the field." SDA-BC EGW COMMENTS on Rev. 16:14-17. p.983.

***

"When the 7TH PLAGUE falls, a mighty voice from Heaven cries out, "It is done." That VOICE...EARTHQUAKES...The CITIES CRASH to the Earth, ISLANDS SINK...MOUNTAINS DISAPPEAR...A GREAT HAIL OUT OF HEAVEN...Rev.16:21...NO PLACE TO HIDE...

This is the LAW above ALL LAWS - the LAW of RETRIBUTION! As they drove the Saints out of their homes - the BLOOD in the SEWER-TILES-SINK - drove them OUT of their homes! As they permitted the Saints - NO PLACE TO HIDE! Now the Ministers have NO PLACE TO HIDE from their enemies! Their own MEMBERS - even of their own FAMILY! EW 282. GC 656.

"But for the FAITHFUL...They have been suddenly DELIVERED from the dark and terrible tyranny of men transformed to DEMONS. Their faces...now aglow with WONDER-FAITH and LOVE. Their voices rise in TRIUMPHANT SONG: "God is our refuge and strength, a very present help in TROUBLE. Therefore will we not fear, though the Earth be removed, and though the mountains be carried in the midst of the sea." GC 639. "A THOUSAND shall fall at thy side, and TEN THOUSAND at thy right hand; but it shall not come nigh thee...For He shall give His angels charge over thee, to keep thee." Ps. 91:1-11..." Lyndon DeWitt.

This is the same as GEORGE McREADY PRICE - "On one side - NOT ONE will remain alive - on the other side - NOT ONE will die!" Yes, it took a LONG TIME for the TRUTH to percolate through the DECADES of DARKNESS in the LAODICEAN CHURCH - and to think that CONCLAVES of MINISTERS to this day want to RESURRECT the PHANTOM of URIAH SMITH in order to defend the "FAITH!" - What FAITH?
The R&H ARTISTS' PICTURES showing the "COMING OF CHRIST!" - and THEN the EARTHQUAKE first brings the SKY-SCRAPERS DOWN? The VOICELESS PROPHECY perpetuating that LAODICEAN DARKNESS to this day! As well as the TALMUD MAXWELL BOOK. THAT is not our religion - nor the teaching of ELLEN WHITE. "Take these things hence!"

Just as DeWitt says - the cities come crashing down at ARMAGEDDON ("VOICE OF GOD HOUR" - "DEATH DECREE HOUR") - BRIDGES DOWN - ISLANDS sinking - carrying their "LIVING FREIGHT" into the sea.

Why was this in the ORIGINAL GC 454 - but WHY was this LEFT OUT of your GC 637? And then they say (tongue-and-cheek) - that they CHANGED the Books but did not CHANGE "DOCTRINE"! What professional lifetime LIARS! "Ye are of your father the DEVIL...He was a LIAR from the beginning!" "TRUTH will NEVER be agreeable to a LIAR!" GC 126,132,144,165,199, 459,460,507,520,542,610.

But whether the LIARS believe it or not - but rather believe TALMUDIST MAXWELL and TALMUDIST HMSR - everything going "AS USUAL!" when their CHRIST-MESSIAH COMES to set up His "KINGDOM" and take over the "GOVERNMENT" of Earth - to prove that ADVENTISTS are DEAD - but not forgotten -

The C.F.DAVIS letters to the "SIGNS OF THE TIMES" inquiring WHY their "EDITOR" - bedtime story MAXWELL - WHY did he have "CHRIST" come on Earth to HEAL the SICK and empty the INSANE ASYLUMS by His "TOUCH!" (MAXWELL p.78) will they be RUNNING AS USUAL - after the greatest "EARTHQUAKE" the World has ever known?

"THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES" wrote that this was the FIRST OBJECTION they had received! Five years LATER! He wrote the book - 1970. As a major THRUST to win the World by the acre - for KEY '73!

Or take it from HMSR - when Christ comes - the "VOICELESS PROPHECY" Christ - SHOPPING CENTERS - DANCE HALLS - CONDOMINIUMS - BUSINESS HOUSES - the terrified HORDES will "SURGE FORTH IN CONSTERNATION!"
AND THE ARTISTS' SDA (R&H and VOP) PICTURES for DECADAES! Showing THEM the SKYSCRAPERS and BRIDGES - FIRST COME DOWN! Then there was NO EARTHQUAKE at the "VOICE OF GOD" (ARMAGEDDON?) - there was no ARMAGEDDON - no Seven Last Plagues? The few hulking specimens of DISEASE and STARVATION did not surround the camp of the Saints waiting for the MIDNIGHT "DEATH DECREE?" - they were too busy DANCING their legs off in RICHARDS "NIGHT-CLUBS!" On his "LAST SATURDAY NIGHT!"

***

THAT TALMUDISTS SHOULD INFILTRATE THIS CHURCH -
and take over - is no wonder. The wonder of it is - that there is: "Not a MAN in Israel!" to oppose them!

ALL THIS IS THE RESULT - of the most massive onslaught in all history against any Church - "DO NOT CONDEMN!" - "DO NOT FIND FAULT!" - so the "Fault-finders were FREE" to ply their Trojan Horse tactics -

***

"We have far more to fear from WITHIN than from WITHOUT. The hindrances to strength and success are far GREATER from the Church itself - than from the World!" COR 31-2, RH March 22, 1887.

***

Get so DRUNK on prophetic opiates they do not know the difference between the malicious conspiracy of the hangman HAMANS from within, and the faithful MORDECAIS - where are the ESTHERS of today?

***

We need someone to hand out the white feathers to all who signed over to sponsor that MAXWELL BOOK - for FEAR and TERROR of the ROOMS - a white feather for CHICKENRY. A long grey-line riding the horses of DEATH!

***

ADVENTISM as a result of the drain of the "KEY 73" depression - are at their nadir of their celestial fortune. "UNITY!!" being more important than truth - they brought in such a crew of scalawags - the honorable - if not OUT already - are looking for the Fire Escape. This is what they get for letting in any old "FAITH ALONE!" "SUDDEN DESTRUCTION cometh upon THEM...It comes on them as a PROWLING THIEF." DA 634-5.

***

HORSES - Rev. 6:1 introduces the FIRST SEAL. "And I saw and beheld a WHITE HORSE...CONQUERING, and to CONQUER." Rev. 6:2. - 44 -
This was the **HORSE** - the **CHURCH** - that came forth in 1844. **PHILADELPHIA** was **BORN** - not **BURIED** - in 1844. GC 430.

***

And speaking of the Last Great Battle - the **WHITE HORSE BRIGADE** comes pouring out of the sky - Rev. 19:11-16 - led by "The Captain of our Salvation...led them on step by step, **CONQUERING and to CONQUER!**" T8:41. **THIS** is the Church **TRIUMPHANT!** **THIS** is the Church **PHILADELPHIA!** WTF 14.

***

**THE LAST HORSE** - that men ride is a **"PALE HORSE," and his name that sat on him was **DEATH**. and **HELL**..." Rev. 6:8.

***

"There are Ministers and Workers who will present a tissue of **NONSENSICAL FALSEHOOD** as **"TESTING TRUTHS"** even as the **JEWISH RABBIS** presented the **MAXIMS** of men as the Bread of Heaven...Thus are men weaving into the web as important truths a tissue of **LIES**...

"This imaginary food that is being prepared for the flock will cause spiritual consumption, decline, and **DEATH!**" RH 4:257, 311. January 22 - June 18, 1901.

***

**THIS IS NOT THE HORSE THAT TRUTH RIDES:** "...leading them to look forward to the **JOYS** that await the **OVERCOMER...** **CLEANSING** the soul...in **CHARACTER**; that His **TRUTH**, armed with the power of the **SPIRIT**, would go forth **CONQUERING** and to **TO CONQUER.**" AA 23.

***

**THE BIG LAODICIAN CONFEDERACY** - bringing in **DRUGS** and **WAR**, and **STYLES**, and **EASTER**, and **CHRISTMAS**, and **UNITING** with **CHURCHES OF BABYLON** - letting one banner after the other trail in the dust - "Especially in the closing work for the Church, in the **SEALING TIME** of the **144,000**.""Go through the midst of the city, through the midst of **JERUSALEM**, and set a **MARK** upon the foreheads of the men that sigh and that cry for **ALL** the **ABOMINATIONS** that be done in the midst thereof."... **MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE.**...Read the 9th chapter of Ezekiel. **BUT THE GENERAL SLAUGHTER OF ALL THOSE WHO DO NOT THUS SEE** and **BEGIN** at My Sanctuary...When a **CRISIS** finally comes, as it surely will...THEIR CONFESSIONS are too **LATE** and are not of the **RIGHT KIND**...And those who **ENCOURAGE** the **SINNER**, saying, It is well with thee, **GOD WILL CURSE**...They **DISPISE** the Straight Testimony." T3:266-7, 271-2. RH 2:49,50.

***
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"BABYLON...THINE END IS COME...The portion of Jacob is not like them...for with thee...will I break in pieces the HORSE and his RIDER..." Jer. 51:12, 13, 19, 21.

** **
"Neither will he that rideth the HORSE deliver himself." Amos 2:15. "And I will cut off the CHARIOT from Ephraim, and the HORSE from Jerusalem." Zech. 9:10. "And the BLOOD came...even unto the HORSE BRIDLES." Rev. 14:20.

*** *
"And it shall come to pass in the LAST DAYS...their land also is full of HORSES; neither is there any end of their CHARIOTS...therefore FORGIVE THEM NOT." Isa. 2:2, 7, 9.

*** *
"In RETURNING and REST shall ye be SAVED...and ye would not. But ye said, No; for we will flee upon HORSES...We will RIDE upon the SWIFT; therefore shall they that pursue thee be SWIFT." Isa. 30:15-6. "WOE to them that go down to EGYPT for help; and stay on HORSES, and trust in CHARIOTS, because they are MANY...When the Lord shall stretch out his hand...they all shall fail TOGETHER." Isa. 31:1-3.

"And thou shalt come from thy place of the north parts, thou, and many people with thee, all of them riding upon HORSES, a great company, and a mighty army: And thou shalt come up against my people of ISRAEL, as a cloud to cover the land; it shall be in the LATTER DAYS, and I will bring thee against my land, that the HEATHEN may know me...O Gog...And it shall come to pass at the same time when Gog shall come against the land of ISRAEL, saith the Lord God, that MY EURY shall come up in my face...there shall be a GREAT SHAKING...at my presence, and the MOUNTAINS shall be thrown down...And I will plead against him with PESTILENCE, and with BLOOD...and GREAT HAILSTONES, FIRE and BRIMSTONE." EZE. 38:15-22.

*** *
"And, thou son of man, thus saith the Lord God; speak unto every feathered fowl, and to every beast of the field, assemble yourselves, that ye may eat flesh, and drink blood...Thus ye shall be filled at my table with HORSES and CHARIOTS...with all men of WAR...because they trespassed against me...so fell they ALL by the SWORD." EZE. 39:27-23.

*** *
"In the visions given to Isaiah, to Ezekiel, and to John we see how closely Heaven is connected with the EVENTS taking place upon the Earth." T5:753. RH 5:542. T1:270. BC 4:1159. (Jeremiah.)
“And I will overthrow the CHARIOTS, and those that RIDE in them; and the HORSES and their RIDERS shall come down, every one by the SWORD of his brother.” Haggai 2:22.

***

“Ask ye the Lord rain in the time of the LATTER RAIN...the RIDERS on HORSES shall be CONFOUNDED.” Zech. 10:1,5.

***

“And I saw Heaven opened, and behold a WHITE HORSE: and he that sat on him was called FAITHFUL and TRUE...And the ARMIES which were in Heaven followed him upon WHITE HORSES, clothed in WHITE LINEN, WHITE and CLEAN...And I saw an Angel...saying to all the fowls...Come and gather yourselves together unto the supper of the Great God; that ye may eat the flesh of KINGS—CAPTAINS—MIGHTY MEN, and the flesh of HORSES, and of them that RIDE on them...And the BEAST was taken, and with him the FALSE PROPHET...These both were cast alive into a lake of FIRE.” Rev. 19:11-20.

***

LEAVE THE HORSE MOVEMENTS AS WELL AS THE DEVIL'S TRAIN:

EW 88,263. “It seemed the WHOLE WORLD was on board!”

"I dreamed of being with a LARGE BODY of PEOPLE...We had HEAVILY LOADED WAGONS...As we journeyed, the road seemed to ascend...the road grew narrower and steeper...that we concluded we could no longer travel with the LOADED WAGONS. We then loosened them from the HORSES, took a portion of the (URIAH SMITH) LUGGAGE from the WAGONS...and journeyed on HORSEBACK...The PATH still continued to grow NARROW...We then cut the LUGGAGE from the HORSES, and it fell over the precipice. We continued on HORSEBACK, greatly FEARING...As the PATH grew MORE NARROW...we could no longer go with safety on HORSEBACK, and we LEFT THE HORSES.” (You will no doubt remember the rest of the story from T2:594-5. LS 190.)

***

We cut this abruptly off here because something has come up that must take the rest of this space:

WILSON — The key to the Wilson philosophy or position is found in his maneuvering, his jockeying for station to so successfully ax PIERSO and DOUGLASS. [Ever notice how the DOUGLASS name has DISAPPEARED from the MASTHEAD of the EDITORSHIP of the R&H — ???]

***
PIERSON was NAIVE enough to THINK that the MAJORITY would follow DOUGLASS in upholding ELLEN WHITE! But PALMDALE changed all that as the FORD-BRINSMEAD-HEPPENSTALL MATESHIP quoting the MIGHTY PRINCES OF BABYLON such as BARTH-BUCHANAN-LADD-KOBERLE because they had more slimy "FORENSIC SENSE" than any "TESTIMONY OF JESUS!"

***

Surely the minds that are straight on HELL-EASTER-SUNDAY-PORK and BEANS - ought also be CLEAR on "I AM SAVED!" by stupidity "ALONE!" And this is what this fight is all about. Hence the railroading OUT of the SANCTUARY and the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" which leaves us in the insufferable "UNCERTAINTY" of having the patience of the Saints to wait for some old "COURT" in Heaven - when we can be "SAVED" at this very BALLINGER-MOTE-NUMBERS-FORD meeting! Wilson-the-fox planned his strategy well.

***

He knew the weakness of the human psyche - just like old FROOM-ANDERSON-NICHOLS with the doctrine of KD&A - "The CONGREGATION is HOLY - every one of them!" Everyone that stays with the "BIG THREE!" - the GROUND is to OPEN UP again! See it in SOP 1:300,306. PP 403-5.

***

In the meantime we have WILSON calling for a MORATORIUM on "RIGHTEOUSNESS BY FAITH" - which brought a SUDDEN HALT to the pen of HUDSON as it skidded off the "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT" blotter into the "LAYWORKER" wastebasket. The various factions now circling endlessly in the SAND DUNES of the Lower Adventosia Desert - the rich and influential Sad-ducee Awakening Sheiks finally managed a palaver with the legal beagles of "SPECTRUM-FORUM" as announced in R&H Dec. 20, 1979. p.23.

***

"SOME ADMINISTRATIVE DECISIONS...of interest to the MEMBERSHIP-AT-LARGE...The Board of TRUSTEES of PACIFIC UNION COLLEGE, after CONSULTING with representatives of the GENERAL CONFERENCE and the AUSTRALIAN DIVISION...[There goes the Pete and Repeat STANDISH BROTHERS and the BANGKOK TAPES!]...has VOTED to give DESMOND FORD...a LEAVE OF ABSENCE with (DOUBLE?) SALARY to provide him an opportunity to devote his FULL TIME to continued RESEARCH and PREPARATION-PREPARATION-PREPARATION of a DOCUMENTED STATEMENT on the topic of the SANCTUARY...Dr. Ford will be located in the WASHINGTON, D.C. area...to CONSULT with other THEOLOGIANS..." C.O.Franz.
QUICK-AS-A-FLASH! "THE INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" - "Theological MILESTONE or Historical Necessity?" - the above Pacific Union College - October 27, 1979 campus meeting by the LAWYERS of "THE ASSOCIATION OF ADVENTIST FORUMS" - this TAPE offered - as many as you want for $1.00 each. "VERDICT PUBLICATIONS" P.O. Box 1311, Fallbrook, CA 92028.

Tapes they ordinarily sell for $2.00 or $5.00 - now $1.00.

Since we do not have a bottomless "ILLUMINATI" fund to dip into - we offer C-90 HOEHN-FORD tapes at cost: $3.00.

---

WHAT HAS THIS TO DO WITH "ARMAGEDDON" - ??? EVERYTHING!

This is the way of Wilson-the-Fox - to inform us that Douglass and Ellen White - are "OUT-OUT-OUT!" Ford announced enough times on this tape - that he has the BIG MAJORITY behind him! Just like FROOM did in his book - first to last! That is all that seems to matter. As the National Council of Churches did - called for "MAJORITY OPINION!" declaring that would be "THE VOICE OF GOD!"

***

WHEN - in all history - was the MAJORITY ever RIGHT? In the days of Noah - ??? Lot - ??? Christ - ??? Luther - ??? "THIS WILL BE OUR TEST!" "To stand in defense of TRUTH and RIGHTEOUSNESS when the MAJORITY forsake us...THIS WILL BE OUR TEST!" T5:10,136. Ev. 361. T2:130. T5:463,536.

***

If we are going to give a "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAO-DICEANS" - let us start by getting something STRAIGHT!

1) There was a door opened in Heaven. This door opened two things - it OPENED - not CLOSED! the DOOR to PHILADELPHIA! GC 430. The OPENING of the INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT! Rev. 4 and 5. It OPENED the MOST HOLY PLACE! Rev. 3:7.

2) "I AM SAVED!" is the doctrine of ALL the PRINCES of BABYLON! "Each mind will JUDGE ITSELF and not another." "The JUDGMENT will be RIGHT, because it is the judgment of SELF...The THRONE is WITHIN YOU." [Listed under "SPIRITUALISM" in GC 554. Ed. 228. That is the OMEGA of PANTHEISM - God within - on a THRONE of JUDGMENT - the "LIVING TEMPLE!" Who wants to deny that?]

3) Since they are JUDGING THEMSELVES! They just had to finally get around to DENYING all the Sanctuary Truths.
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The only SURPRISE we have — is WHY did they not come out SOONER? Not "OUT!" of the Church but "OUT!" of the TRUTH! "OUT!" of the Third Angel's Message! What will the fence straddlers do now? What a DAY we are living in!

(4) RECALL and NEVER FORGET — this BLAZING TRUTH! ARMAGEDDON is NOT IMPORTANT! We are DEPENDENT CREATURES — we are DEPENDENT on HIGHER POWERS! While the SANCTUARY in Heaven (Not in our HEAD!) is open — we can come to Him WHERE He is — WHEN He is! Once it is CLOSED — NOTHING MATTERS or CHANGES! We are SEALED one way or the other. Let it be shouted from the House Tops — THERE IS NO CHOICE THEN! That is why "Satan was trying his EVERY ART to HOLD them WHERE they were, until the SEALING was past and they left without a shelter from the BURNING WRATH of God in the Seven Last Plagues." W 44. (IN "ARMAGEDDON!")

(5) So now we know for a FACT — we are not IMPLICATING or GUESSING about it — we KNOW as SURE as we KNOW the TESTIMONIES! that they have "DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH!" as she PREDICTED they WOULD! And build on the FORD "SAND" in the SAND DUNES in the ever-changing DESERT as the WINDS BLOW! Following every "WIND-OF-DOCTRINE!" What are you doing to straighten them out? "NOTHING would be allowed to stand in the way of this NEW MOVEMENT...they would place their dependence on HUMAN POWER (TRAINS and WAGONS on a TRACK laid by HUMANS!) which, without God, is WORTHLESS. Their FOUNDATION would be built on the SAND, and STORM and TEMPEST would sweep away the structure." SM 1:205. B2:54-5. GC 464. T3:447. B7:42.

(6) Coming STRIFE between NATIONS. Sunday LAWS. Bank funds. Pensions. ARMAGEDDON — NONE of that is IMPORTANT — what is IMPORTANT is Christ in the SANCTUARY — FOLLOW HIM while He still ministers before the throne! Will we allow THEM to take this FAITH away from us? Not ever! And this is what this is all about.
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - AUGUST 3, 1995

WHATEVER THE WORLD QUACKS - THE ADVENTIST QUACKS! They are nothing but "SECONDHAND DEALERS!" It tells you that in GC 444: "So APOSTASY in the CHURCH will prepare the way for "THE IMAGE TO THE BEAST!"..."IN THE LATTER TIMES some shall DEPART FROM THE FAITH, giving heed to "SEDUCING SPIRITS!" and "DOCTRINES OF DEVILS!" YOUR GC 444. ORIGINAL 1884 GC 278.

TO US THIS IS A FACT - THAT THEY WILL GO INTO "THE OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" AND YET "GIVE THE LOUD CRY!" IS BUT "INCANTATIONS OF DEVILS!"

OUR DUTY IS CLEAR - SHOW WHERE THEY ARE ONLY "AN IMAGE OF THE BEAST!" THE FIRST THING IS - DON'T EXPECT THEM TO LIKE IT-!!! EXPECT THEM TO "ACT LIKE MEN WHO HAVE LOST THEIR REASON!" TM 70 - AND "LIKE THE PHARISEES OF OLD, FILLED WITH ANGER AS THEIR "AUTHORITY!" IS QUESTIONED, WILL DENOUNCE THE MESSAGE AS OF SATAN!" GC 607. 1884 GC 424.

So there we have it DOUBLE! "MANY WILL STAND IN OUR PULPITS WITH THE TORCH OF FALSE PROPHECY IN THEIR HANDS, KINDLED FROM THE HELLISH TORCH OF SATAN!" TM 409. (And 20 MORE!) The ONLY WONDER to us is "WHY DON'T MORE SEE IT-???" But then, ALSO, "THAT!" is PREDICTED! That there will be "FEW!" OUR QUESTION FOR TODAY IS "WILL YOU BE ONE OF THE FEW-???" Start your own LIST of what they are TEACHING that is a "DOCTRINE OF DEMONS?" START A "HOME CHURCH!" with a few sincere Souls and then DO NOT BE SURPRISED IF THEY TURN AGAINST YOU - and you are left "ALONE!" Which is ALSO "PREDICTED!" EW 105. (And 20 MORE!) No! You can't WIN! THE WHOLE WORLD SEEMED TO BE ON THAT "DEVIL'S TRAIN!" EW 88,263. THANK GOD IF YOU DO HAVE SOME WHO STAY WITH YOU-!!! WHO TAKE THOSE CROWNS THE ADVENTIST MINISTERS LOSE-!!! T1:441.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - AUGUST 6, 1995

Since the one RELIGIOUS SUNDAY PROGRAM has been OFF-THE-AIR and JACK VAN IMPE and ROBERT SHULER both seemed to get the HINT not to RUN DOWN any other "RELI-GION!" LAST SUNDAY these TWO PROGRAMS sold their Souls to the DEVIL by Praising "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMAN-ISM!"
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The PAPACY were INSPIRED BY "GOD!" Do you agree-??
What anyone else believes does not affect "YOU!" — What do "YOU!" believe-?? And does anyone else KNOW IT-??

TODAY - JACK VAN IMPE perhaps knew which side of his bread was "BUTTERED!" So he BUTTERED UP "THE JEWS!" They were and remain "GOD'S PEOPLE!" He piled on the "BUTTER!" real "THICK!" And if I understood him correctly - Christ is COMING to set up His "THOUSAND YEAR REIGN ON EARTH!" - COMING in the year - 2007. Well, that's the PATTERN - BUILD UP THE "CATHOLIC!" and "THE JEW!" It will be interesting to see what the "JEW CONTROLLED ADVENTIST!" will do. When he COLLAPSES from HOLLERING: "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!"


IT WOULD BE MUCH MORE EXCITING TO WRITE BOOKS PROMISING THE JEWS "VICTORY!" We are the ONLY FRIENDS THE JEWS HAVE! When we WARN them to "FLEE FOR YOUR LIFE!" BOTH THE JEW AND THE ADVENTIST "FLEE-!!!" ORIGINAL GC 38. (See your GC 37.) FLEE OUT OF THAT LAND! FLEE OUT OF THAT CHURCH! "BEFORE THE FIERCE ANGER OF THE LORD COME UPON YOU-!!!" (FOOTNOTES TO T1:180.) (And 20 MORE!"") No. This message will NOT be acceptable. All it will do for us is to suffer "ABUSE!" "CRUCIFY HIM! CRUCIFY HIM!"
Until EW 30 rolls around and the LORD will "MAKE THEM!" to come and "WORSHIP BEFORE THY FEET!" EW 30. Rev. 3:9.
And ADMIT that we were "RIGHT-!!!" This is SURELY enough for TODAY! That we OPPOSE-!!! "THE-WHOLE-WORLD!" Well, NOT QUITE! SOME ARE WITH US! THE ARAB WORLD is in NO WAY going to let the JEWISH HOLOCAUST CONTINUE ITS "ARAB BASHING!" THIS ALSO WAS ON THE NEWS! that the NATIONS are getting their "DOOM'S DAY BOMBS!" - READY!
There again we have "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!"

"OUT OF THE CITIES IS MY MESSAGE!"
SUMMARY

1. Rev. 4 opens a door in Heaven as the Judgment sits.
2. This is the door to Philadelphia. Rev. 3:7,8.
3. The door to Laodicea is SHUT! He knocks on a SHUT DOOR!
4. And then He "Passes by!" "The END is come upon My people of Israel; I will not again PASS BY them any more.
5. "And the SONGS of the Temple shall be HOWLINGS in that day, saith the Lord God; there shall be many DEAD BODIES in every place; (FROOM says they will give the LOUD CRY?) They will cast them forth with SILENCE." Amos 8:2,3.
6. Opening of the FIRST SEAL of Rev. 6:1,2 - sees a WHITE HORSE conquering and to conquer - this 1844 MOVEMENT goes right into the LAST BATTLE in T8:41 as every divine institution is RESTORED. "In the time of the END." PK 678. This is clearly referring to teaching the Sabbath "More fully!" SG 3&4 (center) 14. (This ENRAGED THE CHURCH!” WTF 19.)
7. The MAJORITY are deceived by SATAN coming down in a FLYING SAUCER - he tells them to keep SUNDAY. GC 624.
8. ONE-SENTENCE-TELLS-ALL! "As the STORM approaches, a LARGE ("FAITH ALONE!" GC 471) CLASS who have PROFESSED "FAITH" in the Third Angel's Message, but have not been SANCTIFIED by OBEDIENCE to the Truth, ABANDON their position, and JOIN the RANKS of the OPPOSITION." GC 608.

ANOTHER KEY SENTENCE: [Who is our greatest enemy - the Catholics?] "They become the MOST BITTER ENEMIES of their former brethren." GC 608 (426.) (Some "BRETHREN!").

9. Those who were in the GREATEST LIGHT at the SEALING go into the GREATEST DARKNESS. "LEFT" by the Angels of God because they make NO EFFORT! EW 70. "His Angels LEFT THOSE who made NO EFFORT...leaving these...to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS." T1:181,187.
10. THEN, as the Devil in Heaven seeking to be "EQUAL" with Christ - "The spirits DENY the DIVINITY of Christ, and place even the CREATOR on a LEVEL with themselves!" 1884 GC 371 (552). (Know anyone teaching THAT?)
11. But what happens in the "VOICE OF GOD" (ARMAGEDDON) HOUR as nature is breaking up and their WAILS rise up above the sound of the elements? "THE FALSE WATCHMEN & DEMONS acknowledge the DIVINITY of Christ!" 1884 GC 455.

[What YAHVIST and TALMUDIST had to "IMPROVE" that in your book? GC 838.] [Same "IMPROVEMENT" in GC 552.]

12. And now seeking to CRUCIFY His ministration in the Most Holy Place - denying the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" and other SANCTUARY TRUTHS right in the LARGEST CHURCHES with the blessing of WILSON-THE-FOX! Will we let them get away with it. "CHOOSE-YE-THIS-DAY!" Amen.
"It is at Midnight that God manifests His power... THE VOICE OF GOD... Fierce LIGHTNINGS leap from the Heavens... false WATCHMEN... DEMONS ACKNOWLEDGE the DIVINITY of Christ. "A RAINBOW/see seems to encircle each... Company." 1884 GC 453-5, (636-13).

"That VOICE... there is a mighty EARTHQUAKE... ragged ROCKS... The whole earth heaves..." 1884 GC 453-4 (GC 637.)

MINISTERS have prophesied SMOOTH THINGS... Now, in their despair, these teachers CONFESS... The MULTITUDES are FILLED WITH FURY. "WE ARE LOST!"... and they turn upon the False WATCHMEN." 1884 GC 472-1 (656).